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B Swish encourages fun and safety

at home with 3 new pleasure products

letter from the editor

Dear readers

Bthrilled Premium, Bfilled Basic and Bhandy Classic Pearl

If you were betting that
we’d have trade shows,
in-house fairs or similar
events later this year,
chances are you would
lose that bet. Joining the
list of events that have
already been cancelled or
postponed, the organisers
of eroFame have announced that the big trade
show for the erotic industry, that traditionally takes
place in October, won’t be
happening this year. In light
of the current situation, it
was the logical decision to
make. Right now, nobody knows when we’ll be
flocking to industry events
again, and what shape
those events will take. The
corona crisis has created
a lot of uncertainty, and
safe is definitely better than
sorry in this case. Granted,
there are countries that
have already lifted some
of the restrictions imposed
to counter the effects of
the virus, but at this point,
no one can tell what the
situation will be like in a
few months. So, maybe
the return of trade shows
will have to wait until 2021,
but there definitely will be a
return. That is a safe bet.

Los Angeles, USA – Amid corona virus disruptions for the majority of pleasure businesses,
manufacturer B Swish is calmly carrying on with 3 new product releases, available immediately to distributors and retailers.

B

Swish is releasing the Bthrilled
Premium, a cordless massage wand;
the Bfilled Basic, a massaging plug; and
the Bhandy Classic Pearl, a textured
stroker. “We’re thrilled that these products are being released during Masturbation May! These are great options for
anyone staying at home, exploring their
sexuality during the pandemic,” says
Carol, a sales and marketing rep at B
Swish. Continuing their
2020 promise
of a more diverse, inclusive
catalog, the
boutique brand
chose to focus
on designs
that appealed
to all gender
identities and budgets. “All of our products, especially those in the Basics and
Classic lines, feature competitive pricing,
so they are affordable to all the people
out there who are working with a budget
right now,” Carol explains. “With designs
that appeal to both beginners and those
with more experience, we’ve found that
all of these products also display really
nicely in an e-commerce environment.
With all of this in mind, they’re all prudent
additions to any retailer’s online sales

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson
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platform!” B Swish says their decision
to move forward with the year‘s new
product releases amid the corona
pandemic comes with encouragement
and sensitivity. The company aims to
lead by good example while keeping its‘
staff employed and giving back to the
medical community. “Like everyone, we
are doing our best to stay safe and carry
on,” says Carol. “We were happy to be
able to use
our position
to donate a
percentage of
our B2C sales
to Direct Relief,
a non-profit
organization
that works to
get protective
gear and critical care medications to as many health
workers as possible worldwide.” The
B Swish team concludes with a warm
outreach to their peers in the pleasure
space. “We would just like to take a
moment to acknowledge that we’re all in
this together and we are looking forward
to seeing everyone thriving on the other
side,” says Carol. “We applaud everyone
in the pleasure space encouraging people to be safe by giving them a fun reason
to stay home.”
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The Glam by CalExotics
A petite, discreet, glamorous new arrival at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and now exclusively ready to order at SCALA: the Glam bullet by CalExotics. This pleasure
provider is packed with super-charged power and is delivering high-intensity vibrations.

T

he shining new Glam bullet by CalExotics
ticks all the right boxes: it’s petite, discreet,
and whisper-quiet. CalExotics explains the bullet
is also your ultimate travel-companion: “Grab
the travel-ready pleasure toy and slip it into your
purse or overnight back to indulge in passion
playtime wherever your travels take you…” The
sleek Glam bullet offers 10 functions of high-intensity vibrations, which are easily controlled

at the touch of a button. The vibe’s
whisper-quiet motor ensures nobody
will hear your little secret and keeps
your playtime hush-hush. The Glam
bullet is USB-rechargeable. Recharging the massager takes just 2 hours,
whilst a full battery allows lovers to enjoy 50
minutes of high-speed stimulation or 90 hours of
low-speed vibrations.

N E W S

Xgen Products now shipping

personal protective equipment
Covid-19

Horsham, USA - Xgen Products, wanting their customer partners to be safe as they begin
to re-open their stores, have now begun to stock multiple types of personal protective
equipment (PPE).

M

any of the items are now shipping,
with more on the way in the coming days and weeks. “Almost all of our
customer partners have been affected
by COVID-19 in some way,” said Andy
Green, President of Xgen Products.
“Now that stores are beginning to open
back up, we wanted to make sure their
employees and in-store customers are
protected.” The PPE that is available from
Xgen includes masks, gloves and hand
sanitizer. The hand sanitizer is available in
1.5- and 3-ounce tubes, and an 8-ounce pump bottle. The tubes contain 75%
Isopropyl Alcohol, and the pump bottle
contains 62% Ethyl Alcohol, making both
effective on germs and bacteria, including

Coronavirus. The gloves, available in two
sizes, are made from nitrile, an allergy
safe compound that feels a lot like latex
but it’s much stronger, costs less, and
is more comfortable to wear. Xgen has
also brought in two types of masks, the
standard disposable 3-ply face masks,
and the KN95 protective masks. “As we’ve
seen in grocery stores and online, coming
by PPE can be tough,” added Green. “Our
customers can count on Xgen to provide
all the PPE they may need as we all go
through this together.” In order to be as
safe as possible and cut down on contact
in their warehouse, customers interested in
PPE from Xgen will be asked to purchase
the items by the box or carton.

SHOTS expands its CBD

assortment with GREEN ROADS
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands Over the years, SHOTS has grown into
a European expert and wholesaler of
legal CBD, hemp, and cannabis products. The fact that they own their own
production lab, called PharmQuests,
located right next door to their head office
in the Netherlands, means the range is
growing at a very rapid pace. On top of
that, SHOTS is now adding the well08

known American import brand GREEN
ROADS to their range. In addition to
their CBD oils, GREEN ROADS also has
a wide variety of food supplements to
offer. The range includes, amongst other
things, Muscle & Joint relief creams, Fruit
Gum Bites and CBD oils from 100mg to
1500mg.The GREEN ROADS assortment
is now available from stock on the SHOTS
B2B website: WWW.SHOTS.NL
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WHOLESALE

Discover CalExotics’

Hidden Pleasures at SCALA
Mini massager

Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and exclusively
available at SCALA: the Hidden Pleasures vibe
by CalExotics.

T

0597082

0597090

0597104

his sleek,
streamlined,
and compact
mini massager may look
deceivingly innocent, but its slim silhouette packs 10 powerful
vibration function. The new Hidden Desires mini
massager by CalExotics enables total pleasure
to-go.The ultra-slim vibe has 10 powerful vibration functions controlled with a single frustration-free button. The intense vibrations are sent
throughout the compact bullet for mind-blowing
external stimulation. The Hidden Desires massager is USB-rechargeable and can provide up
to 1,5 hours of non-stop vibration on a single
charge. The design is also waterproof.

Various masks

Elegant Series

available at ST RUBBER

Wadgassen,
Germany From now on
different masks
can be ordered
at ST RUBBER.
Cotton masks, but also FFP2 masks in stock.
For orders or further questions, please contact
ST RUBBER’s customer service on +49 6834
4006-0 or visit www.strubbi.com.

Rechargeable

Flexible

Soft Touch

ORION-WHOLESALE.com

09
2004-032

Tel. + 49 461 5040-210 or -114 · Fax + 49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de

N E W S

Hit all the high notes

with the We-Vibe Chorus
Available at SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Chorus by We-Vibe couples stimulator is now ready to
order with excellent stock availability at SCALA!

T

he new We-Vibe Chorus is packed
with high-end, state-of-the-art
features. The couple’s stimulator has “3
new innovative features that make it the
most advanced couples vibrator ever”,
according to We-Vibe. The 3 new features
of the We-Vibe Chorus, as compared to
the previous We-Vibe couples toys, are
Squeeze Remote Controls, Touch-Sense Controls, and AnkorLink Technology.
Chorus its squeeze control feature brings
a new intuitive way to adjust the intensity
of the stimulation. The toy’s new Squeeze
Remote is designed with the most natural
human response in mind. We-Vibe exp-

lains: “The more you squeeze, the stronger
the vibration, release your grip and the
stimulation weakens.” For true handsfree play, you can also control the Chorus
using Touch-sense. We-Vibe: “Chorus has
built-in sensors that respond to your body.
During play, you can use your movements
to control the vibration. Pair Chorus with
the We-Connect app to choose from three
different Touch Sense modes. Each mode
is uniquely designed to respond differently
to your touch.” Also new is that the Chorus
connects with AnkorLink technology: a
brand-new connectivity innovation - and a
more reliable alternative to Bluetooth.

GANGBANGSTER

expands MONSTER TOYS collection
Soulaines sur Aubance, France - During
the lockdown GANGBANGSTER has been
creative and new creatures just arrived
in their MONSTER TOYS collection well
known for their crazy and strange shape:
alien, gargoyle, dinosaurs or mythological
monster, this full range of dildos are eyecatching and so funny. ‚LOCH ASS‘ is very
elegant with 17cm tall and 5cm diameter,
nice jagged curves, and a large base, it
does look like Nessy. ‚WHISPER‘ like the
breath of the dragon is 18cm tall and 4.8
cm of diameter, a lot of gracious bend and
very strong suction cup is making very
10

proud the designer who tell us with the
smile “It is one of my masterpiece” ‚NAUTILA‘ got two side: one full of octopus
sucker and the other striated like a snake.
19 cm tall and 5.8cm diameter “He is as
beautiful as he is disturbing”, Vincent,
Sales Manager of GANGBANGSTER,
says. “During the two last months we
continued to work in the manufactory and
our designer is all the time fully inspired, we
had more time to produce and moreover
to create, we have 25 novelties coming up
soon”, adds Benoit, General Manager of
GANGBANGSTER.		
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July 2020 ANME

Show postponed

Rechargeable

Covid-19

Travel
lock

Burbank USA - The ANME Founders have
decided to postpone the July 2020 Show ANME

Soft
Touch

0595241

Show, which was originally scheduled to take
place July 13 -15, at the Los Angeles Marriott
Burbank Airport in Burbank, CA.

“W

0595250

e had been holding out hope to
produce another great show, however, after monitoring the information on
Covid-19 in California and around the world,
made the difficult decision. While this news is
incredibly disappointing for all of us, the health
and safety of everyone involved is our top
priority. We are planning to combine both the
July 2020 and the January 2021 shows into
one spectacular event,” says Val Jones, Show
Coordinator for ANME. 		

Satisfyer Men

Rechargeable

Classic Silver Masturbator

Wadgassen,
Germany The Men
Classic Silver
Masturbator
from Satisfyer can now be ordered from ST RUBBER.
According to ST RUBBER this product offers
breathtaking orgasms and is a masturbator
revolution in a sporty lifestyle design. If you
have any further questions, ST RUBBER’s
customer service will be happy to help you on
phone: +49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the
online shop: www.strubbi.com

Rechargeable

Travel
lock

Travel
lock

Soft
Touch

Soft
Touch

0597376

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
2004-032
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New sex toys from

REBEL specifically for men
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg. Germany - Sex toys from REBEL have a distinct, manly design and have been
created specifically for men.

T

hree new items have been added to
the extensive REBEL assortment:
a masturbator, a vibrating stroker and
a prostate stimulator. The ‚F-spot &
warming Masturbator‘ is an easy-to-use
masturbator with a warming function
and 7 vibration modes. Various stimulating textures inside provide an exciting
masturbation experience. The material
is very soft and feels extremely realistic.
A small panel on the inside enables an
arousing knocking function that sensually stimulates the frenulum and can also
lead to successful orgasms even when
suffering from erectile dysfunction. The
masturbator is waterproof which means
that hot moments during a cold shower
are also guaranteed. The masturbator
can be recharged with the included USB
charging cable.The ‚Vibrating Stroker‘

is perfect for hands-free pleasure: the
masturbator has a soft touch texture and
grooves inside. It is placed over the flaccid or semi-erect penis and then placed
below the glans. The vibro-bullet is placed
on the outside of the sleeve and can then
be turned on with the remote control on
a wire – now the fun can start! The ‚Prostate Plug‘ provides exhilarating double
stimulation because the ergonomically
shaped plug stimulates the prostate and
perineum simultaneously. The curved tip
hits the P-spot, while the perineum bar,
with its exciting wavy texture, massages
the outer area. The butt plug’s flexibility
and its retrieval strap make it really easy
to have solo fun. The Rebel products are
delivered in a high-quality cardboard box
that also has a description of the product
in various languages on it as well.

Doxy Die Cast 3 Rechargeable
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Great news
for fans of Doxy: the brand’s popular Die
Cast 3 wand massager is now available
at SCALA in a rechargeable version.
This new release offers all the plug-in
power, without the cable – allowing for
endless scenarios of intimate play. The
new rechargeable version of the Die
Cast 3 offers 60 minutes of massaging
pleasure on a full charge and comes with
12

the USB-charging cable included. The
massager offers variable speeds and
has intuitive controls, allowing the user
to cycle through all modes of tantalizing
vibration effortlessly. The Die Cast 3
Rechargeable comes in a super sleek
aluminum storage tube, ideal for travel
and/or keeping the massager safely stored between uses. The design also has a
travel-lock function. 		
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The new ‚Erotic

Highlights‘ catalogue is here
Novelties and bestsellers from ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - From now on, the new issue
of the neutral ‚Erotic Highlights‘ catalogue for retail
customers is available from ORION Wholesale.

T

he A5 catalogue has 164
pages and presents novelties and selected bestsellers
from ORION Wholesale’s
extensive assortment. There
is a space at the back of the
catalogue for a company
stamp – this means that every retailer has the
opportunity to give its customers its ‚very own‘
promotional material. The latest issue is available for Wholesale customers in German and
English. The catalogues are delivered in packs
of 30. ‚Erotic Highlights‘ catalogue in German,
164 pages, A5, with recommended retail prices
Item number 0900010 0000 (pack of 30).
‚Erotic Highlights‘ catalogue in English, 164
pages, A5, without recommended retail prices,
item number 0900540 0000 (pack of 30).

MAPALÉ
Wadgassen,
Germany - The
MAPALÉ brand
is now new to
the ST RUBBER
range. Many
lingerie items are on offer in a wide range of sizes, colours and designs. If you have any further
questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service
will be happy to help you on phone: +49 6834
4006-0 or the online shop: www.strubbi.com.
13
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CalExotics’ French
Kiss now at SCALA

French Kiss Charmer and French Kiss Casanova
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and ready to order at SCALA: the French Kiss Charmer and
French Kiss Casanova, two charming new clitoral stimulators by CalExotics.

B

oth designs feature arousing,
flickering tongue action – delivering
sensual oral delight from the palm of your
hand. The new Charmer and Casanova
stimulators from the French Kiss collection by CalExotics are exclusively available
to SCALA customers. These compact
vibes are petite, discrete, and very travel-friendly. Both styles promise to show
the end-user ‘true ecstasy with every
flicker of the tongue teaser’, according to
CalExotics. CalExotics describes the
new French Kiss Charmer as: “The
French Kiss Charmer is a travel-ready
flickering tongue teaser made for sensual
stimulation. The compact massager fits
just between your fingers to deliver powerful flickering pleasure with its tongue-like tip, whilst the sensually contoured

body let you deliver pinpoint pure
pleasure form almost angle…” The
French Kiss Casanova features an
irresistible flickering teaser with a powerful vibrating bullet for double the intimate
fun. “While the flickering teaser works its
magic, the powerful bullet flexes and
moves with your body to deliver
knee-shaking vibrations. The teaser
and bullet can be used independently
or simultaneously for breathtaking
stimulation”, CalExotics explains. Both
the French Kiss Charmer and French
Kiss Casanova offer 12 functions of
vibration, pulsation, and escalation.
These premium silicone vibes are also
USB-rechargeable via a self-healing
charging port and can work up to 70
minutes on a single charge.

Stylish masks from Noir
Flensburg, Germany - Due to the current
situation, various places have recommended that a mouth / nose mask should be
worn in public and it’s now also compulsory in some countries as well. Lots
of people have been creative and have
been making their own at home. Some
companies are also converting their production partly and producing makeshift
masks. This is what Noir Handmade has
14

done and the result is impressive: three
different models of the stylish masks are
now available at ORION Wholesale. The
masks are made out of black material
with accessories like studs, rings or lace.
They have a perfect fit and the elastic
bands mean that the masks fit securely
as well. In addition, ORION Wholesale will
offer further models in the future, which
will be available soon. 		
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Packaging
RLoveution
All for one love and one love for all! The new packaging
for Satisfyer love toys got more beautiful. Thanks to fresh
colors, to a modern, outstanding design and premium
quality boxes. The revamped packaging unites all of
Satisfyer’s much loved collections – for a professional,
contemporary and coherent brand identity.
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Let´s talk

about ...
“This vibrator has

“Brings you to

“Mind

given me approximately

orgasm in record time.”

Blowing Satisfaction.”

“Satisfyer is the perfect

“This was bringing out

1.000 orgasms.”

“Sweet baby Jesus, I‘m

companion that countless

a whole new side of me.

never leaving my flat again.

women swear take them

I felt greedy. I felt insatiable.

It felt like nothing I have ever

right to heaven.”

I felt limitless. I felt like
a sex goddess.”

experienced on this earthly
plane, SRSLY.”

“...it sucks on your
clit like a real mouth, so
“Best, Touch-Less-Vibrator
this vibrator is a hero.”

“It‘s basically magic.”

it‘s perfect for anyone who
can‘t get enough of the
sensation of oral sex.”
“The Satisfyer Pro-G
spot Rabbit vibrator
is the perfect device

“The Satisfyer is one of
the most revolutionary toys

“Get ready for

to help you get lost

on the market.”

your life to change.”

in wonderland.”

®

Join the
App
RLOVEution
The new Satisfyer Connect App is a step up in the modern love game! Our free app
connects to most of Satisfyer love toys via Bluetooth and globally over the internet
offering endless functions, including the possibility to create new vibration rhythms
and patterns – on top of the already existing ones. Our app is available for Apple,
Android, tablets and Apple watches updated and enriched monthly with new functions.

Apple, the Apple logo, Ipad, Iphone and Apple Watch are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.,
The Android name and the logo are trademarks are property of Google LLC.

APPlause!
APPlause!
In its first-ever appearance at CES, Satisfyer debuted its new revolutionary app,
Satisfyer Connect, which received the world-famous CES TWICE Picks Award for its success in blending
sexual health and technology on an interactive platform. This award demonstrates the appetite and respect
for the merging of two rapidly growing categories: sexual health and technology. Judges specifically praised
Satisfyer Connect for its features including haptic programming, motion sensing and the ability to develop
custom vibration patterns.
CES TWICE Picks Awards are given only to the top consumer electronics that launched at CES!

www.satisfyer.com · sales@satisfyer.com
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®

Apple, the Apple logo and Apple Watch are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
The Android name and the logo are trademarks are property of Google LLC.

Launch
soon
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Join the

appride

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

39,95 €

Double
Joy
Partner Vibrator

App blowing
satisfaction
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Launch
soon

MSRP incl. 20% VAT

49,95 €

Double
Fun
Partner Vibrator

Launch
soon
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Under app

control
MSRP incl. 20% VAT

59,95 €

Double
Love
Luxury Partner Vibrator
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pjur launches

‚more SAFETY‘ campaign
Quality and safety are the core values of the corporate philosophy
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - For around three months now, pjur has been dealing with
the COVID-19 crisis and its effects on employee health, production, supply chains, retail
partners and sales channels.

T

hroughout all of this, one thing has
become very clear: The company‘s
unwavering focus on quality and safety is
paying off. pjur is putting the spotlight
firmly on these cornerstones of its corporate philosophy as part of its ‚more SAFETY‘
campaign. „As a global company, we want
to step up to our responsibility towards
our partners, employees and consumers
by drawing on our core values of quality
and safety,“ clarifies Alexander Giebel,
CEO and Founder of pjur. more SAFETY
campaign - The campaign brings together
three key areas that the company has
been focusing on in recent weeks. Firstly,
its decision to rapidly switch production
to hand sanitiser, which it has launched
under the brand name pjur DESINFECT.
Secondly, the free PoS kit, which contains
information for dealers such as tips on how
correctly disinfect hands. And thirdly, supplying pjur cloth masks to pjur customers
starting end of May / beginning of June.

„The main reason for wearing a mask
is not to protect yourself, but to protect
others. In this way, we can all do our bit
to prevent others from being infected and
help break the chain of infection. This
solidarity is more important than ever
because we can only get through this crisis
if we all pull together,“ explains Alexander
Giebel. pjur mouth and nose mask - The
stylish, double-layered masks are made
of black microfibre fabric and recycled
thread and feature a yellow slogan. The ear
loops can be individually adjusted, making
the masks very comfortable to wear. The
masks are machine washable at 60 - 90
degrees and can therefore be re-used as
often as necessary. Wearing these kinds
of masks reduces the amount of saliva
droplets sprayed into the air when
speaking or coughing. This can protect
others and also reduce the wearer‘s
exposure to viruses and bacteria that
may be present in the air. 		

Various disinfectants

now available from ST RUBBER

Wadgassen, Germany - From now on
retailers can order various disinfectants
of several brands from ST RUBBER.
If you have any further questions,
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ST RUBBER’s customer service will be
happy to help you on phone: +49 6834
4006-0 or simply visit the online shop:
www.strubbi.com. 		
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MSRP incl. 20% VAT

Stock photo. Posed by model.

39,95 €

Curvy 2+
www.satisfyer.com · sales@satisfyer.com

Air Pulse Stimulator + Vibration

N E W S

‘Elegant Series‘ – beautiful
design that’s full of power
New from ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has brought out the ‚Elegant Series‘ – a new
mini-series from You2Toys.

T

he rechargeable vibrators have beautiful designs and are very powerful. They
are easy to use because the 10 vibration
modes can be adjusted at the push of a
button. The handy vibrators are made out
of purple, skin-friendly silicone and have a
pleasant soft touch surface. Copper-coloured parts on the shaft add the elegant
finishing touch to the sex toys which are
available in three different designs. The
‚Elegant Diamond Vibe‘ stands out with
its stimulating wavy texture, while the
‚Elegant Flexy Vibe‘ provides pleasure with
its grooved shaft and slightly ergonomic
shape. The ‚Elegant Rabbit‘ is extremely

TENGA products win

flexible and has a slightly curved, ergonomic shaft. The G-spot and clitoris can be
simultaneously stimulated, thanks to the
two motors. Every ‚Elegant Series‘ sex toy
is delivered in beautiful rose-gold coloured
packaging that also has a description of
the product in various languages on it as
well. The front of the packaging can easily
be opened and shut because it has a
practical magnetic fastener. The toy can
then be seen behind an environmentally-friendly cardboard tray. Not only is the
packaging eye-catching and guarantees a
sale, but it can also be stood up or hung
up with the hanger in the middle.

‘Red Dot Design Award: Product Design 2020’
Tokyo, Japan - TENGA Co., Ltd. is
delighted to announce that the TENGA
FLIP ORB BLUE RUSH & ORANGE
CRASH as well as the iroha temari have
received the Red Dot Award: Product
Design 2020.The FLIP ORB houses an
elastomer sleeve with firm orbs encased
in the soft sleeve material. It comes in two
different colours and internal designs, and
is the first hourglass-shaped item in the
FLIP series, which makes the item easy
to hold. The cap to hold it closed during
usage, also functions as a drying stand.
The iroha temari is an external-use,
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rechargeable item. Featuring a powerful
motor housed in a case specially designed
to reduce vibration transmission to the
holder, the iroha temari is the strongest
item in the iroha brand. It is available in
three colour variations: MIZU, KAZÉ and
HANA. TENGA is thrilled to once again
receive this internationally sought-after seal
of quality. Previous Red Dot winners in the
TENGA Co., Ltd. lineup include several
items in the iroha series, the TENGA
SPINNER in 2019, the TENGA FLEX in
2018, the TENGA SVR in 2017 and the
TENGA 3D series in 2012. 		
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Eye of Love donates

masks to medical center
Covid-19

San Diego, USA - In early May Eye of Love team members dropped off KN95 masks to ASAP Urgent Care and Family Medicine in Tavernier Florida and Surgical Masks to Islamorada Medical Center.

T

wo facilities who were in desperate need of
PPE and who are on the front lines helping
to treat Covid 19 cases. Eye of Love has many
more masks in transit and ready to give to
those in need. “During these times it’s especially
important to take care of our communities and
give back in any way we can. We are continuing our mission of spreading love around the
globe” – Eye of Love VP, Jacqui Rubinoff. Pairing

powerful pheromones with captivating
scents, Eye of Love’s mission is to
offer customers a unique edge in all of
their encounters. Eye of Love’s quality
pheromones are expertly balanced
with enticing scents for maximum
impact. The formulations increase confidence,
compel attraction and enrich professional,
personal and intimate encounters.

ean EROTIX
Award 2019
Most Innovative New Toy
DOPPIO MOVE
by BeauMents

NEW

Rechargeable

DOPPIO
MOVE

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM
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pjur and PICANTO

give you more brand power
PICANTO to become a pjur brand ambassador in Russia
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur group and PICANTO announced a partnership to grow
the pjur brand in Russia.

P

ICANTO will act as a Brand Ambassador and will be responsible for the
brands pjur love, pjur med and pjur SPA
for the territory of the Russian Federation.
Customers will benefit from the Brand
Ambassador through more SUPPORT,
including on-site trainings, guidance on
premium shelf layout and regular replenishment. The pjur Brand Ambas- sador will bring more BRAND POWER to
the Russian market through premium
in-store branding and appealing imagery
thus enhancing the pjur brand position
and brand awareness. “With PICANTO
we have found an experienced partner
that meets our standards and shares
our vision to promote premium intimate
products. It will bring the pjur brand closer
to the customers through more training,
more store visits and more marketing
activities. In short, more power for our

customers in Russia,” explains Alexander
Giebel, CEO & Founder of pjur. The pjur
Brand Ambassador is an extra service
to customers, buying pjur products from
Erotic Fantasy. It includes more education, on-site trainings and excellent sales
support throughout the year. pjur group’s
headquarters in Europe will continue to
provide information on the brand that will
now be enhanced by in-market knowhow and new training and marketing
initiatives offered by PICANTO. The
experienced PICANTO team will be
the first point-of-contact for customers
and will also work closely with pjur. pjur
customers can immediately get in contact
with PICANTO to arrange a product
training with the pjur Brand Ambassador.
Sales operations will remain unchanged
with longstanding distribution partner
Erotic Fantasy.			

The May Edition of MAG is here
Flensburg, Germany - The May edition of
MAG is now available at ORION Wholesale. Not only does the new, monthly
customer information magazine inform
its customers about products, but above
all it offers informative added value and
transparency. The 24-page MAG contains
additional product reviews and an
overview of the PoS offers alongside
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novelties and bestsellers. For the sake of
the environment, the paper was deliberately not refined. The May edition will be
sent to all ORION Wholesale customers
and is now also available as an online
version in the Wholesale shop for all specialist retailers. It can be downloaded in
German www.orion-grosshandel.de and
English www.orion-wholesale.com.
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The JBoa is back with a variety of designs
Velv‘Or
Amstelveen, The Netherlands Velv’Or announces that their iconic JBoa is back and this time in a strong variety of designs.
Over the years Velv’Or sold thousands of their minimalistic lasso and during the absence of the JBoa numerous consumers,
retailers and distributors kept asking for them.

J

elle Plantenga, founder of Velv’Or, is very
convinced that the five new designs will
attract new Velv’Or fans from all over the globe.
The five designs all have their unique characteristics and are created to match the atmosphere of the moment. From reactions over the
years Velv’Or learned that their JBoa was not
just a companion of him but also of her. Velv’Or

is convinced that this will again be the
case with their new JBoas. For these
new designs Velv’Or developed a stylish
storage box as well as a minimalistic
carry along sleeve; the JBoa can again
be on the bedside table in its box or
in its sleeve ready to get in action
when required. 

1891 – Amanda

CHECK OUT OUR NEWEST

PLUS SIZE

collection!

MANUFACTURER:
Softland Sp. z o.o.

Pancerniaków 4a
20-331 Lublin; Poland

sales@slc.pl
www.softland24.eu

N E W S

From Sexy to Savvy San
Sensuous
Gold Coast, Australia - When Sensuous decided late last year to invest in their own manufacturing plant in order to produce their own range of products, they had no idea that within
a few months of opening they would be turning their expertise to meeting the high local
demand for hand sanitizer.

A

fter many years of using contract manufactures Sensuous had taken the
decision to have full control of production,
in order to meet the growing worldwide
demands for their sexual health products.
With new premises and an impressive
multitude of fully automatic production
equipment the plant went operational in
February, but within a few weeks demand
from a different source started to emerge.
Managing Director, Keith Jones explains:
“It was an extremely exciting step to open
our own manufacturing facility but never in
my wildest dreams did I ever imagine that
we would be producing anything other
than our own products. I got back from

the US in early March and on the plane,
it was evident that even by then many
more people were using a lot more hand
sanitizer than you normally see. Within a
few days of being back calls were already
coming in asking if we could produce hand
sanitizer.” The company decided to help
out by producing bulk product so that
customers could refill their bottles and be
sure not to run out. “We came up with the
name Savvy San and produced it in 5ltr
jerry cans and as soon as it was made we
started to receive orders,” said Jones, “we
sent the call out to our adult store customers and many came back with orders
straight away,“			

SCALA stocks up on Blowjob Blast
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and
ready to order at SCALA: Pipedream’s
Blowjob Blast. This new arrival is the
world‘s first fizzing, popping, bursting,
exploding oral sex candy! Just sprinkle
some in your mouth and let your partner
enjoy the thrill of their life... The fizzing
Blowjob Blast oral sex candy by Pipedream adds a whole new dimension to your
oral play. The candy delivers delicious
taste and tantalizing new sensations.
Pipedream’s new Blowjob Blast is now
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available at SCALA in 3 fruity flavors:
green apple, cherry, and strawberry. The
product comes packaged in one-timeuse sachets. Super affordable, and with
big up-sell appeal, this naughty treat is
a must-have new addition to any erotic
assortment! Besides individual 18 gram
sachets, the new Blowjob Blast candy is
also available in 36-piece on-the-counter
display with a mix of all 3 flavors: ideal
for upselling this fun formula with any
naughty purchase. 		
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Lovehoney B2B release

striking new Happy Rabbit online assets
www.lovehoneytrade.com
Bath, England - Lovehoney B2B have announced the release of exciting new online assets
tailored for social media use, which are now available for download from the Happy Rabbit
section of the Lovehoney trade website.

T

hese new assets coincide with the
launch of three new additions to the
Happy Rabbit range as well as a gifting
orgasm pack, so retailers have imagery
ready to spread the news about the
launch with their own followers if needed.
The new imagery includes four versions
of an eye-catching design with the phrase
‘More Power To You’, which have been
pre-sized specifically for Instagram feeds
and stories, as well as Twitter and Facebook. The quirky design highlights the fun,
vibrant personality of the Happy Rabbit
range and the lightning bolt imagery
illustrates the powerful speed settings the

rabbits have to offer. Lovehoney B2B have
designed these assets with the customer
in mind and encourage using striking
imagery such as this on retailer’s own
social media pages to stand out from the
crowd and attract attention. In addition to
the online assets, samples for the three
new Happy Rabbit SKUs will be available in July, so retailers can put their own
stamp on a sales video which are perfect
for their own social media channels. If of
interest, contact trade@lovehoney.co.uk to
pre-order now. Lovehoney B2B also has
sales sheets available for download, which
are perfect for telephone sales use.

New sex toys from

‚Black Velvets‘ for anal pleasure

Flensburg, Germany - New sex toys from
‚Black Velvets‘ for anal pleasure are now
available from ORION Wholesale. The new
‚Anal Trainer Set‘ is made up of three butt
plugs that are different sizes and weights
(36 g, 72 g, 97 g). The set is perfect for
gradual anal training. The smallest plug is
great for starting training without straining
the sensitive muscles in the anus too much
straightaway. After some practice, the
stretching can be increased step by step
with the two larger plugs. Water-based
lubricant is recommended when using the
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plugs. Furthermore, there are also three
new individual butt plugs that are different
sizes and weights (small 106 g, medium
194 g and large 221 g ). A hot side effect
for the partner: the vagina can be made
tighter by inserting one plug into the anus.
The ‚Black Velvets‘ sex toys are made out
of black silicone and their smooth surfaces
are wonderfully slippery when used with
water-based lubricant. They are delivered
in a high-quality cardboard box and there
is a description of the product in various
languages on the packaging as well.
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Waterproof
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Clean’n’safe – 10 % discount in June
Covid-19
Hanover, Germany - In the current situation of the Corona Pandemic, the top seller
clean’n’safe has proven its worth. clean’n’safe is the perfect solution for surface
disinfection in the fight against the corona virus.

J

OYDIVISION now offers a 10 %
discount on the effective disinfectant
cleaner. clean’n’safe from JOYDIVISION is
effective against corona virus. clean’n’safe
cleans and disinfects in only 60 seconds.
Specially coordinated ingredients ensure
hygienic safety and care with mild strength
and without alcohol. clean’n’safe is
effective against bacteria (e.g. chlamydia),
herpes, fungi and viruses (e.g. AIDS-causing HIV and corona virus) including HBV,

HCV, noro- and rotaviruses. After just one
minute clean’n’safe has a disinfecting
effect and is gentle on even sensitive surfaces such as acrylic or polycarbonate glass.
clean’n’safe leaves no visible residues, is
effective quickly and has a pleasant smell.
I At joydivision.de/businesslounge/download area/cleannsafe, extensive marketing
material is available for download. Access
while stocks last. The offer applies to incoming orders from 01 to 30 June 2020.

Exclusive access to

Naughty Bits by CalExotics at SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and
exclusive to SCALA: Naughty Bits by
CalExotics. This playful collection of
erotic toys features modern artwork with
a naughty, explicit twist; making it a real
eye-catcher in any in-store or online
display! The Naughty Bits collection is
the perfect way to make a pleasurable
statement. The trendy collection contains
a great range of products, each with
their specific, explicit appeal. From sleek
and sexy vibrators to petite bullet vibes
with maximum power: there is a Naughty
Bit for every sexy preference… This new
collection by CalExotics is now exclusi44

vely available to SCALA customers. This
means you can now get your hands on
the ‘Bad Bitch’, ‘Fuck You’, ‘Just The
Tip’, ‘Oh My G-Spot Vibrator’, and more.
The collection also includes a vibrating ‘Shake Your Ass’ butt plug, plus a
‘Horny AF’ vibrating cock ring. Some of
these vibes feature stylish graphic prints,
whilst others come with printed slogans
that send a clear message (for example:
‘Screw it’). Each design in the Naughty Bits collection is made of premium
materials, features multiple modes of
vibrations, and comes in sleek, slat-wall
compatible packaging.		
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THE TWO NEW ONES
FROM REBEL – ORDER NOW!
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MASTURBATOR WITH 2 FUNCTIONS
With vibration and handjob simulation

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. + 49 461 5040-210 or -114 · Fax + 49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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VIBRATING STROKER
With stimulating grooves
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pjur supports customers

to comply with hygiene standards
pjur DESINFECT PoS kit available with first orders
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - In May 2020 pjur launches a highly effective disinfectant for skin
and hands. Due to high demand, a second batch is already to be produced.

T

o promote the importance of hand
disinfection in store, pjur specifically
developed a PoS kit. It can support customers to comply with hygiene standards.
PoS kit free of charge with every pjur
DESINFECT order - The pjur DESINFECT
PoS kit consists of four parts. It contains
a notice ‚Please disinfect here‘, a notice
showing the individual steps for ideal
hand disinfection, a prism display that can
be placed on a table next to a disinfection pump dispenser, and a sticker that
summarizes the most important hygiene
measures: Keep your distance, wear a
face mask and disinfect your hands. A PoS
kit will automatically be added to every

order of pjur DESINFECT free of charge.
pjur DESINFECT lets you quickly and
hygienically clean your hands when you
don‘t have access to soap and water. It
offers quick, safe and hygienic cleaning to
pjur‘s proven premium quality standards.
The product is manufactured in Germany,
skin friendly, pH-neutral, vegan and does
not dry out the skin. Registered in line with
Germany’s Biocide Notification Ordinance. pjur DESINFECT does not contain
alcohol for a very good reason. When used
frequently, alcohol-based products can dry
out hands, causing the skin to become
chapped and brittle and making it more
susceptible to bacteria and viruses.

EDC Wholesale has added

Swede Global to its collection

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale has added the premium products
of Swede Global to its collection, offering
flavored lubricants, massage oils, and
candles. The collection is made in Sweden
with high-quality vegan-friendly ingredients.
As to be expected from a Swedish brand,
the products come in a beautifully designed package that is not only stylish but
also practical. No detail is missed in this
design. The lubricant comes in an ‚easy
open & close‘ bottle that can easily be
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operated with one hand. The package breathes simplicity, elegance, and comfort in
use, offering 100ml and 50ml bottles. The
collection also includes massage oils in
75ml and 150ml bottles and 150ml candles with the same Swedish premium feel
and quality in different flavors for a sensual
massage. The beautiful massage candles
produce a lovely relaxing scent and create
a sensual ambiance in the bedroom. The
candle wax will slowly melt and transform
into warm massage oil.		
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CalExotics brings Shameless

power with 850 thrusts per minute
Tease, Flirt, and Seducer

Los Angeles, USA – CalExotics is bringing a new meaning to the word power with their
daring Shameless collection.

W

ith up to 850 thrusts per minute,
Shameless Tease, Flirt, and Seducer
are three brazen beauties that give users
the power of a sex machine in the palm of
their hand. These showstoppers feature
precision-driven motors with smooth thrusting action for every power queen’s dream
come true. Take pleasure over the edge
with ShamelessTease, a dual massager
with infinite thrusting action for a powerful
orgasm. Users can explore the shaft and
teaser independently or use them simultaneously. With two robust motors and
thrusting power that never stops, users will
be shivering with ecstasy. Shameless Flirt
is a powerful massager that will have users
purring. Its soft silicone and deep orgasmic

functions create the perfect combination
of sensual sensations. Perfectly sized for
pleasure, Flirt’s impressive girth will thrust
users into a state of euphoria. Users
can now captivate their senses with the
Shameless Seducer, a dual massager with
two dynamic motors that offer sensual
power with each touch. This vibe features
thrusting action for infinite satisfaction, plus
seven seductive functions of vibration in
the butterfly-shaped teaser. The Shameless collection offers users an ergonomically curved handle for maximum pleasure, a
security travel lock feature and silky-smooth premium silicone. Best of all, this trio is
waterproof, USB rechargeable, and covered by CalExotics’ one year warranty.

Lovehoney adds Happy Rabbit

Orgasm Kit to collection

Bath, England - Lovehoney B2B has
launched a Happy Rabbit Orgasm Kit as
the latest addition to their Happy Rabbit
range of products, which incorporates
a bullet vibrator and orgasm gel. The
packs are available for pre-order now, and
will be shipped in July. The silky-smooth silicone vibrator features 3 powerful
speeds, which the Happy Rabbit range
are renowned for as well as 9 vibration
patterns. It’s also conveniently waterproof
and battery operated (requires 1x AAA
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battery - not included). The 30ml Orgasm
Gel is luxuriously light and boosts skin
sensitivity, leading to amplified orgasms. It
is also 100% vegan and cruelty free. Jade
Bawa, Sales Executive for Lovehoney
comments “There was a lot of demand
for a pack that includes a rabbit toy and
orgasm gel as naturally the two go hand
in hand, so this is a really exciting addition
for us. We can’t wait to see what our
customers think of the pack, and look
forward to receiving their feedback!”
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Cobeco presents new

NURU Body2Body Massage Gel
Available in two sizes

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - When looking up the definition of an Nuru massage,
you will be directed into the Japanese culture and language, as ‚Nuru‘ translates to ‚slippery‘ or ‚smooth‘.

I

n everyday life, Nuru has been adapted
into an erotic massage technique that
originated from Kawasaki, Japan. The
technique requires one to rub their body
against their partners’ body when both are
nude and covered with an odourless and
colourless massage lotion. Being covered
in gel and sliding against your partner will
not only create new sensations, but can
also help you to feel more comfortable in
your own skin. Cobeco therefore present
their newest products, the Nuru Body2Body Massage Gel. This gel is available in
two sizes; 250ml and 500 ml. Both bottles

come with a handy disc top cap, which
make pouring the product out of the bottle
with only the use of one hand super easy
and convenient. It is important that the
product used during a nuru massage stays
slippery for a long time so that it will allow
to slide over each other’s bodies. The ingredients in the Cobeco Nuru Body2Body
Massage gel make that this gel have these
specific qualities, and leave the skin feeling
moisturized and supple. Furthermore, the
gel is completely based on water. Therefore
it does not stain your sheets or any other
object used during a Nuru session.

New Sex Toys from Realistixxx
Flensburg, Germany - The sex toys from
Realistixxx are authentic and extremely
realistic replicas of either a vagina, anus or
penis. Two new items are now available:
the ‚Double Lover‘ dildo and the ‚StrapOn Sleeve‘. The ‚Realistixxx Double
Lover‘ is a dildo with two realistic penis
replicas that are next to each other. They
also have striking glans and veins. The dildo has a very large circumference and its
practical suction cup makes hands-free
fun possible. The ‚Realistixxx Strap-On
Sleeve‘ is the perfect ‘penis upgrade’.
The penis will be extended by a terrific
5.5 cm and will be a striking 1.4 cm thick.
50

This sleeve feels extremely realistic and
also looks very appealing because of its
well-formed glans and slight veins. The
testicle hole makes sure that the sleeve
doesn‘t slip and the sleeve is attached
to an adjustable and removable waist
strap. The strap between the buttocks
also helps the sleeve to stay in place and
it is very stretchy and removable as well.
They are delivered in packaging that is in
a discreet design. The packaging also has
a description of the product in various languages on it as well. The packaging takes
up less space when in storage and can
be stood up or hung up in store.
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Enjoy orgasm with a new kind of

F E A T U R E

The hunt for the silver bullet
Yes
Shoul d b ri c k s a n d m o r ta r r e ta i l e r s r e th i n k th eir business mo del?

Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief

The Corona crisis still has
the world in a chokehold,
and people are discussing
the long-term effects of the
epidemic. These long-term
effects will be felt in the
erotic market as well – and
probably most strongly in
the bricks and mortar
trade. Countless stores
were forced to shut down
for weeks, adding additional fuel to the discussion
about how this business
model can stand its ground
against the competition
from the e-commerce.
So, should bricks and
mortar retailers look at
this crisis as a reason to
reposition themselves in
the marketplace?
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The corona crisis has changed many
things: the way we move about in public,
the way we interact with friends and
family, and even the way we shop. As
bricks and mortar stores were forced into
lockdown, consumers had little choice
but to order the things they wanted on
the internet. And many people who
didn’t much care about online shopping
will probably stick with it because what
they have learned over the course of the
past weeks is that this is a comfortable,
easy, valid shopping option. What’s
more, the crisis is not over, not by a
longshot. Whether there is a second
wave or not, many people will want to
avoid unnecessary contact with other
people for some time. But instead of
burying our heads in the sand, bricks
and mortar retailers should acknowledge
this situation and respond to it. After all,
walk-in stores and online shops are not a
contradiction. Use your internet presence
to support your store. Obviously, it is not
enough to just slap together a web shop
and hope for the best. Competition on
the internet is fierce, and without the
necessary know how – from online
marketing to the technical implementation of your concepts – you will be left in
the dust. However, being a retailer with

strong roots and connections in your
home region comes with a big advantage that big, faceless companies on the
internet don’t have: the trust of our
customers. This is a trump card you can
play on the internet as well. Your
customers will forgive you for not having
the sleekest-looking online shop with all
the latest features when they know and
trust you. All that said, I am by no means
encouraging retailers to turn their whole
business concept on its head and focus
entirely on online sales. No, pulling such
a 180 would not make sense in most
cases. Rather, you should look for ways
to support your business via the world
wide web. Explore the potential the
internet holds for your store. Adding an
online shop, creating or improving your
presence on social media platforms,
offering video chats, starting a blog to
convey information – after all, if the
customer can’t come to you, then you
must go to the customer, if only to
maintain contact until the situation has
normalised again. Of course, that alone
won’t be enough to pay the rent for your
store, but in the long run, it will pay off. If
you act smartly and make the most of
this time, you may well come out a
winner once we are back to normal.
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No
The Corona pandemic has created a unique
emergency situation across the globe. Nobody
knows how things will develop in the next few
months, but chances are that this virus will be
keeping us busy for a while – or at least that is
what several experts are predicting. Therefore,
we have to accept the fact that things won’t
simply go back to the way they were before.
Instead, we may have to adapt to the ’new
normal‘ in the foreseeable future, and that also
goes for the business models within our
market. When talking about the need for
change within our world, people are quick to
trot out the example of bricks and mortar
stores seeing how they were hit the hardest by
the current crisis. However, under exceptional
circumstances such as these, there is little
merit in leaping at half-baked ideas and
frantically implementing changes, by hook or
by crook. Yes, many people have pointed out
that bricks and mortar retailers would be
well-advised to expand their activities to the
internet, and I am sure they mean well, but
they seem to ignore the fact that such
changes require a lot of time, work, and
money, not to mention that, that even if you
start an online shop, it won’t necessarily result
in success for your business. If you enter the
e-commerce segment, you are suddenly
competing with the entire world. And it is
fierce, brutal competition. We all know the
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names of the big players in the
world of online marketplaces,
and we know the top dogs that
have focused on the sale of sex
toys in the internet sphere.
Making an impact in this shark
pool is very difficult. Of course,
having an online presence is
basically par for the course
nowadays, and if you don’t have
a website or social media page
yet, you should definitely add those.
However, generating profits in this sales
channel is a tricky task – all the more if
these sales need to make up for
crumbling turnover in other areas of business. So, instead of abandoning your
roots and your core competencies,
maybe it would be better to focus all that
energy on your own strengths – and the
bricks and mortar trade definitely has
strengths – in order to create more
awareness and to communicate the
value of the retail experience more
aggressively and directly.

Randolph Heil,
editor
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STAY pjur – STAY safe
p j u r gi v e s yo u mo re sa f ety a nd qua lity
The company‘s unwavering
focus on quality and
safety is not only paying
off during times of crisis.
The cornerstones of its
corporate philosophy have
always been a success
factor - since the launch
of pjur ORGINAL almost
25 years ago. As a global
company, we want to step
up to our responsibility
towards our partners,
employees and consumers
by initiating a campaign
to overcome the current
challenges together.

pjur DESINFECT:
Firstly, its decision to rapidly switch
production to hand sanitiser, which it
has launched under the brand name
pjur DESINFECT. It lets you quickly
and hygienically clean your hands if
you don‘t have access to soap and
water. The product, manufactured in
Germany, is free from alcohol and perfume. As a result, the hands become less
dry and brittle.

Hygiene PoS kit:
Secondly, the free PoS kit, which contains information for dealers such as tips
on how correctly disinfect hands. The
limited available kit contains helpful materials such as a ‚The correct hand disinfection‘ chart and information signs saying ‚Please disinfect your hands HERE‘
or ‚Please observe hygiene instructions‘
that can easily be put up in store.
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pjur mouth and nose mask:
And thirdly, supplying pjur cloth masks to
pjur customers exclusively. The main reason for wearing a mask is not to protect
yourself, but to protect others and help
break the chain of infection. The stylish,
double-layered masks are made of black
microfibre fabric and recycled thread and
feature a yellow slogan. The ear loops
can be individually adjusted, making the
masks very comfortable to wear. The
masks are machine washable at 60 - 90
degrees and can therefore be re-used
as often as necessary. In this way, we
can all do our bit to prevent others from
being infected
pjur Webinar:
Complementary to the above, pjur offers
online webinars, a way to stay in touch,
exchange ideas, ask questions and use
the time to refresh knowledge to get off
to a stronger start after the crisis.
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BRAVE NEW (RETAIL) WORLD?
M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

In his monthly column, Brian Gray from
Glasgow-based erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts on all
things marketing. This month he’s wondering
what lies in store (pun intended) for the erotic
retail world in its more physical manifestation.

A

nother month
of misdirection,
wavering confidence, conspiracy
and confusion. The
covid media and spin circus
continues to leave swathes of
the population not knowing
what the heck is going on.
Some circles would contend
that’s entirely intentional.
Either way, where do we in
the erotic trade industry
stand? Arguably still none
the wiser.

Back on ‘civvy street’ interesting things are afoot. Marks
& Spencer, the huge British
retailing institution that has
been operating as long as
when dinosaurs roamed
the earth (oh alright,
1884), have been
in the news
regar-

ding their outlook and plans for the future.
Their Chief Executive, Steve Rowe, was
forthright when he stated „Whilst some
customer habits will return to normal,
others have changed forever.“
You don’t say.
The firm has even launched a transformation plan, named „Never The Same Again“.
Make of that moniker what you will. It’s not
exactly the stuff that generates smiles and
calls to break out the bunting. But to be
fair, nobody – certainly not retailers – asked
for a global pandemic and its subsequent
effects (viral or governmental) either. It is
what it is: a sobering view of how to operate in these unprecedented times.
Fellow British High Street retailer Next has
also been vocal in its plans to reopen in, to
use their vernacular, “a socially distanced
world.” They’re talking about till screens,
hand gel dispensers around their stores
and keeping tabs on the numbers of shoppers in their stores at any given point.
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Another retail analyst, Richard Lim, was also
sobering in his outlook for retailers. He opined
that “The retail experience is going to be
turned on its head when clothes stores reopen.
Retailers are having to reinterpret government
guidelines and have to invest heavily to make
sure they can create a safe environment.“ He
further felt that consumers will remain anxious
and cautious about returning to fashion retailers.
Shop merchandise may also be a key issue:
how much touching is allowed? „Staff will potentially have to walk around spraying shelves.“
There’s talk of one-way systems with floor
markings and accompanying signage; limited
customer entry and the encouragement of solo
shopping. To me at least, it makes for some
sort of communist dystopian IKEA where
the once enjoyable ‘retail experience’ has
been eviscerated.
Another equally pragmatic reckoning on the state of affairs came from Theo Paphitis, famous for
his years on TV show Dragons’ Den and also as
owner of lingerie chain Boux Avenue. In a recent
BBC interview, he reaffirmed what many of us
already realised: the longer the lockdown has
gone on for, the more opportunity people have
had to change their habits. And that means going online. In fact, Paphitis reckons that Covid19
has accelerated the transition from High Street
shopping to digital by five years.
Five years, in less than the same number of
months. Let that sink in.
It therefore comes as no surprise that he thinks
“Retail will never ever be the same again.” He
also highlighted the current UK business rates
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system, and feels the UK Chancellor will have to
overhaul it otherwise there’s a real risk of High
Streets becoming lined with empty shops.
So where does this leave erotic store owners?
Firstly, at the time of writing, nobody has a real
clue about what in the way of guidelines or legislation is on its way. It’s a mighty big disclaimer on
my part, I know. C’est la vie. Secondly, it’s a fair
assumption that what’s going on in ‘civilian’ retail
will be expected of us too. Large adult stores will
presumably be expected to adhere to the same
guidelines as large non-adult stores. And I’d
expect the same will go for mid-sized and small
store units too.
Thirdly, we should at least be grateful that pleasure products aren’t governed by seasons in the
way that high street fashion ranges are. A butt
plug bought in November has just as much utility
as one bought in July.
But while grateful all the same, it offers little real
comfort. If you’re a physical retailer, you’ve been
hit, and hit hard. What issues are you going to
have to consider before reopening?
Last Autumn in my column I scoffed at the likes
of big high street retailers and supermarkets
selling sex toys. How could they possibly try to
compete with erotic stores when their environments were sterile and full of people popping in
to shop for all sort of completely UNerotic wares
and equally unerotic coughs and sniffles? I fear
the playing field has now been levelled.
Our stores are going to have to accept whatever new guidelines are put in place. This is the
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biggest issue, the uncertainty and fear of
the unknown. Once they’re announced
we can properly get to work and make the
best out of it.
Let’s address the elephant in the room straight away. How many of your customers will
stand in line outside your store if limits on store
visitors are enforced? It’s one thing waiting a few
minutes outside Tesco with a supermarket trolley
two metres apart from the person next to you.
But standing outside a sex shop? Answers on a
postcard please…
What you can still do is offer an experience that
can’t be replicated online. Why not cater for private groups to come into your premises instead
of individuals? Create an online booking system
to ensure the maximum number of people in
the store isn’t breached and nobody’s waiting
outside the door. Invite accredited sex coaches
and counsellors to really offer something intimate
and experiential. Doing such things isn’t new.
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Various sex shops already invite speakers in and
run various events. It’s worth considering at the
very least.
Appealing to private groups may also greatly help in a key issue on the minds of many
consumers. The overall retail service experience is impacted by the actions of other people.
We’re cussing under our breath each time we
see someone in the supermarket not adhering
to the arrows in the aisles. We look aghast
when watching somebody coughing then proceeding to pick up items with their unwashed
hands. Private groups will largely eliminate this
scenario. The group leader can lay down the
hygiene laws without being slapped in the face
by their friends, and anyone who doesn’t play
ball will be ostracised.
If shoppers must wear masks inside, so be it.
Have your own branded masks made up with
some equally playful and suggestive phrases
or slogans on them. What about hand gel
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dispensers? No problem: introduce some
suitable discipline and kink to the proceedings
immediately with a notice beside the
dispensers that nobody can miss. Threaten
non-compliers with a jolly good thrashing if not
ejection from the premises. At the very least
you’ll have the necessary items for this sort
of enforcement.
When it comes to store layout, might this have
to be changed? Perhaps. What about the
hygiene factors and touching of merchandise?
Again, this might become an issue. We may
yet see stores that previously had rails and
shelves galore be transformed into catalogue
shops like Argos in the UK, where customers
come in, look at laminated catalogues, take
order slips to a cashier and then wait for the
product to be found from the backroom.
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The bottom line is that until we know the
guidelines and parameters, we don’t know
the extent to which things will change. But one
thing does hold true. The digital world offers
many things but at the end of the day we’re a
social species and crave face-to-face contact.
While the more prudent store owners will also
have an online presence, all isn’t lost for physical
erotic stores. There are still ideas to explore,
imaginations to be fired up, and some lateral
thinking at its best to be employed to see how
you can thrive in this Covid-consumer marketplace. Good luck to you all!

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com, found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing
or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769 while his
hair grows even longer under lockdown.
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I assume that our business will

benefit from the situation in the long term
T he fut ur e o f th e e r o ti c m a r k e t i n th e w a k e o f th e co ro na ep idemic

There is a saying that every crisis is an opportunity for a fresh start. Whether you agree with this statement
or not, our interview with Robert Strzelecki on that very topic is definitely a worthwhile read. Robert, who is
Partner & Executive Director of Polish company PLAYROOM, minces no words in this candid and open
assessment of the erotic market in the times of coronavirus. Interestingly enough, he is far less pessimistic
about the future after the crisis than many other voices in and outside of the industry.
introduced the ban on trade and going
out. The wholesale company’s turnover
dropped by 50% and the brick-and-mortar
retail stores’ turnover plummeted to reach
the bottom almost instantly. We survived
thanks to online sales, yet we recorded
reduced volumes. That first hit was very
severe but – as I’ve mentioned – we were
prepared for this. Though capacities were
very limited, wholesale worked, which
meant that people did not really resign
from online shopping. What is more, about
2 weeks after the pandemic had reached
us, the wholesale company’s turnover
started improving. Poland is now waking
up again, stores and shopping centres are
open, and although specific precautions
must still be followed (social distancing,
disinfection and face masks), customers
visit retail stores more often, and we are
happy about that.

Robert Strzelecki is the Executive
Director of distribution company
PLAYROOM and also a retailer
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Before we talk about the market, it would
be interesting to know how you yourself
experienced the corona crisis as a
distributor as well as a retailer?

And what is the current situation
(beginning of May) for you? Do you f
eel that things are looking up again?

Robert Strzelecki: Our company was
affected by COVID-19 in a few ways,
which was actually inevitable, and we
already anticipated that much in March.
The first hit came shortly after they had

Robert: I can clearly feel the economy
defrosting in Poland. This is manifested
through a rising number of online b2b and
b2c orders. All employees in the wholesale
outlet (I mean logistics coordinators and
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gave up. There is one thing which would support
further growth: a desire to restore sales to their
previous levels as soon as possible. People will
start looking for new customers, new possibilities, maybe expand their offers or diversify their
services, as well as entering
other, more stable markets,
for example kids’ toys.

customer service representatives) are
working again, and the situation is similar in
the warehouse from which we ship our goods.
The wholesale company’s turnover is growing.
The same applies to our brick-and-mortar
stores – we have noticed signs of normality
returning in both Poznań and Warsaw.

“P ERHAPS PE OPL E TURN
TH EIR BAC K ON C HINA

Do you agree with the statement that the
corona crisis and its effects will change our
market significantly in the long term? Or will
the crisis ‚only‘ accelerate and reinforce
existing developments?

FOR A L ITTL E W HIL E , BUT

TH EY W IL L RE TURN THE RE
SOON.”

Robert: I believe that our business will benefit
from the situation in the long term. Why? In the
aftermath of a crisis, only reliable clients will
remain in the market - the ones who wish to
continue their cooperation with the distributors,
who settle accounts on time, who meet contractual obligations and, most importantly, those
who are loyal. Many tiny stores will vanish; so
will problems, claims, late payments, lack
of knowledge of online marketing, and many
other issues. If there are any companies in
our business which failed to survive these 2
months of crisis, for example due to lack of
financial means, I feel sorry for the owners and
managers, of course, but it means that their
business model was doomed to fail. It would
be interesting to check if they were prepared
for a crisis, what resources they had saved up,
and how they reacted to the situation. You can
learn this stuff in schools of economics and
MBA studies, but experiencing a real crisis is a
completely different story. Some people were so
overburdened with the COVID-19 issue that they
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ROBERT STRZELECKI

Crises often lead to markets
thinning out - the strong
survive while the weaker
ones fall by the wayside.
Could this happen to our
market as well?

Robert: This is a typical
phenomenon in the
economy and does apply to any business
including ours. Please remember that a large
number of entrepreneurs in the erotic industry
still run small one-person businesses, sell
products online, work for themselves. They
come back home after working in company
A and start working in company B - their own
company. They have to take care of orders,
payments, online marketing, SEM/SEO
statistics, they have to respond to customers’
e-mails, analyse their budget, make decisions…
there are lots of tasks affecting a company, and
in spite of its turnover, it can still fail to make
any money if you set your retail prices too low.
Please note that the boss of company A will
also expect more from this person now (after
all, the crisis turns the employee market into an
employer market). Therefore, such companies
will sadly disappear from the market, but their
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disappearance will not lead to a drop in general
turnover. Truth is that the customers of such
small stores will simply turn to another store, a
store with a broader range of products, one that
is more stable and more active in its marketing.
The conclusion is that the market will thin out,
but turnover will not decrease.

We have been discussing the progressive
disintegration of the traditional supply chain
for years. What impact will the crisis have on
this development?
Robert: I’ve gone through my previous
interviews with EAN which dealt with
supply chains and deliveries and widely
understood logistics to compare my current
and previous views. Fortunately, I don’t have
to take anything back, just elaborate on a
few things. The fact of the matter is that the
crisis caused by COVID-19, although acute
to every entrepreneur within our industry,
has one feature which applies to everyone:
universality, which means it affects everyone,
not only at work but also in private. Based on
my own experience, I know that maintaining
a permanent and solid source of supply and
permanent supply logistics is crucial to any
business. After the crisis, I think people will
look for faster deliveries to be more competitive
in their fields. It may mean many companies
will focus on the European Union and its
manufacturers rather than America and Asia.
The competitiveness of the European market is
still underestimated – goods purchased within
the Union do not entail payment of customs
duty and VAT, there are no bothersome
customs procedures for customs clearance,
while goods from China reach the warehouse
in 2-4 days. There is no doubt that this is an
opportunity for good European producers
and distributors. How long is this trend going
to last? It depends on the policy of these
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distributors and the lessons we learn from the
crisis. If people are clever, they will benefit from
this situation.

The economic consequences of the pandemic
are huge and the uncertainty among consumers
is palpable. Is a weak consumer climate the next
big problem facing the erotic market once the
time of curfew and contact restrictions is over?
Robert: The European single market is a
wonderful creation and we take advantage
of it in our business on a daily basis. This
giant creation includes 27 entities, and each
of them differs in terms of its nature, traditions,
business atmosphere, and human mentality.
In Poland, many people still prioritise their
own prosperity, well-being of their families and
relatives, their jobs. Expenses related to the
purchase of erotic gadgets seem less important,
unless they are spontaneous, made on a spur
of the moment.However, this is a chance for
those who have taken care of their consumers,
provided after-sale advice, focused on flow of
information, provided additional gifts, and met
warranty deadlines, etc. Customers will be
willing to come back to such sellers.

The media have reported that demand for
sex toys, especially in e-commerce, has risen
sharply during the crisis. Is this just a snapshot
or a long-term trend that has accelerated due
to the crisis? Do you think e-commerce is a
beneficiary of the crisis?
Robert: Yes, I can confirm that online sales
peaked while brick-and-mortar stores were
completely empty. For this reason, our
warehouse was not closed throughout the crisis
at all. I am happy for those who benefited from
that, but I don’t think this trend will continue.
Of course, many people who have already done
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their shopping online are likely to keep doing
it, but no one else will not fall in love with it.
After all, a large group of consumers – at least
in Poland – want to see the product, touch it,
smell it, and talk about it, i.e. do a sensory check
before they buy. The internet is devoid of all
of that; there are photos, dull descriptions, no

their health and because they didn’t know if it
was forbidden provided that precautions were
taken. Ultimately, consumers could not stay at
home any longer and found a way to visit
brick-and-mortar stores. At this point, I need
to stress something: I don’t mean spontaneous
customers but loyal customers who have fixed

“ TH E EUROP EAN SIN GLE MARKET IS A

W ON D ERF UL CREATION AN D WE TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF I T I N OUR BUSIN ESS ON A DAILY BASIS.”
ROBERT STRZELECKI

interaction. E-commerce is an integral part of
doing business but in my opinion, it should not
be the only way of reaching customers. It would
be a conscious limitation on accessibility to offer
online sales only.

Hasn‘t the crisis also provided proof that the
bricks & mortar retail still plays an important role
in our market? The reactions of manufacturers
and distributors to the closure of retail stores in
many European countries suggest that this is
the case...
Robert: I am very glad you’ve asked this
question because I’ve been supporting this
business model for a long time. The brick-andmortar store plays a crucial role. Leaving aside
the fact that brick-and-mortar stores in Poland
were never officially closed (the resolution was
concerned with closure of large-format shops
and businesses such as hairdressers, spas and
wellness centres, etc.), at the very beginning of
the pandemic, consumers simply did not visit
brick-and-mortar stores as they were afraid for
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needs, who buy specific goods to fulfil specific
erotic desires. We had and we still have such
customers in Poznań and Warsaw. I suppose
other brick-and-mortar shops have such
customers too. Again, I must emphasise
that I am happy with this situation because it
means that the sellers did a good job in the
past. Having loyal customer in these times is
priceless and points to attentiveness, a suitable
approach, and professional service. Online stores will never be able to replace real sellers and
their knowledge.

A crisis often also offers the chance for a new
beginning. Do you have the hope that some
undesirable developments in our market will
change for the better in the near future?
Robert: The new beginning started with the
crisis. From the early stages, we have had
to learn a new approach, establish new
procedures, company models and structures
from scratch, not to mention the emphasis on
occupational health and safety regulations for
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employees and customers. All of this is a new
beginning, and this is good news.
I think that in the space of a dozen years of
prosperity in our business, many of us have
forgotten about our duties as entrepreneurs;
we focused on one purpose only: earning
cash. Now, the situation forces us to look at
our business from a different point of view, to
take care of some organisational issues which
we failed to notice before. And finally, we learn
to plan for hard times - after all, hardly any
business had seen this coming.

Could the corona crisis end the dominance
of products manufactured in China in our
market? Is a change of that magnitude
even conceivable given the existing
business models?
Robert: I’ve been thinking about that a lot
because we also use reliable sources of
supply in China. Taking into account the
wave of hate crashing against China,
blaming them for all the evil in this world,
I reckon that many people, including customers who do the shopping on Chinese online
websites and entrepreneurs buying from
China, will limit Chinese offers or move away
from those products altogether. However, that
is not going to last long.
China is a powerful economy, almost all
major factories are located there, including
the ones who manufacture erotic gadgets.
Perhaps people turn their back on China
for a little while, but they will return there
soon. At the end of the day, the economy
will dictate the rules.

ments. So, do the corona crisis and its effects
have what it takes to conclusively answer this
question that has been discussed for years: Is
the erotic market truly crisis-proof?
Robert: Resistance to crisis is obtainable,
and you can do so by experiencing it yourself.
Therefore, I think that everyone in the erotic
industry has made themselves resistant to
coronavirus and maybe to other crises, too.
I don’t think it means that every EU member
state will suddenly experience a rapid growth
in sales. For sure, it is not the case in low-GDP
countries, where basic needs are still
the top priority. I would argue that this could
change if erotic products, especially premium
brands, were affordable to most consumers
– not just the ones who live in well-developed
economies who can obviously afford them.
Poland is still ranked 21st in terms of minimum
salary for work, which is about 900 euro per
month (for comparison, it’s roughly 2500 euro
in Sweden and 1800 euro in Austria).
This kind of economic maths has a flaw though
– you can average and calculate things, but the
real picture may still not be clear, the picture
may be blurred. The economy is not a science,
so it is not 2 + 2 = 4… sometimes 2 + 2 is 8…
I know, I know, heresy, but let’s think about it
in terms of business and learn to count with
social factors rather than economic indicators.
As for this crisis – we will see how long it lasts
… and we should hope that our businesses
will benefit. Let’s hope we can get through it
unscathed. This is what I wish you all!

Many people are of the opinion that the
erotic market profits from crises because
consumers turn to affordable things (like sex
toys for example) and forego large invest68
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We care a lot about the participants

of eroFame, so we are not going to take any risks
T he re w il l b e n o e r o Fa m e th i s y e a r
eroFame 2020 won’t
happen. When was the
decision made? Could you
take us through the process?
Wieland Hofmeister: The
eroFame advisory board and
we, the organisers, talked
about the current situation
in the third week of May,
and considering the state of
things, we decided that we
should not host an eroFame
trade convention this October.
It was a hard decision to
Wieland Hofmeister,
make. But we saw that the
head of Mediatainment
Productions GmbH
economic situation has been
knocked out of whack pretty
much everywhere in the
world. We are in a position where we can
Given the ongoing corona
gauge the current situation in the erotic
crisis, many people already
market, and these are tough times for all
speculated that eroFaof us. We agreed that we did not want
me 2020 wouldn’t take
to endanger the health of any eroFame
place in October. Now, the
participants. Having an event like that felt
organisers have made it
way too risky. Moreover, try planning travels
official, announcing their
and booking hotel rooms right now.
decision in a press release
on May 26. But what does
that mean for the trade
At the time of this interview, many
show? Could we get an
European countries have already lifted
event in the spring of 2021
some of the social distancing restrictions
instead? These are some
that were implemented to combat the
of the questions we seek
corona pandemic. Would October have
to answer in this interview
been too soon, or would it have been
with Wieland Hofmeister,
possible to have the show – with the
head of Mediatainment
necessary organisational changes, of
Productions GmbH.
course?
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Wieland Hofmeister: The way things look
today, progress is being made very slowly,
and at this point we can’t see a dramatic
change happening over the course of the
next five months. Even if the authorities
would greenlight a trade show such as
eroFame, it would feel inappropriate to
push for an event in October at any cost.
Nobody knows what the effects of the
virus will look like come fall, and nobody
wants to be responsible for people
getting infected. We care a lot about the
participants of eroFame – the visitors, the
exhibitors and their reps, and the team that
makes sure everything goes smoothly – so
we are not going to take any risks.
eroFame is always accompanied by fringe
events ranging from parties to culinary
events hosted by the exhibitors, and let’s
not forget the eroFame Oktoberfest. Had
we gone ahead, these events would have
been subject to severe restrictions. In my
opinion, it will take more than five months
for people to accept the new rules of
social life to such a degree that it would
seem perfectly normal to them to visit a
party or a big event with these kinds of
restrictions. It still feels strange for us all to
wear a mask, to maintain a safety distance
to the people around us. Depending on
how long the coronavirus keeps us busy,
it may be that, at some point, people get
used to these things and that they become
part of our everyday life, but again, I doubt
very much that we will have reached
that mindset in fall. An eroFame where
everybody is feeling queasy, where the
mood is down? No, we don‘t want that.
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“THE SE ARE TOUGH TIME S FOR AL L OF US.“
WIELAND HOFMEISTER

Moreover, we could not make any predictions
regarding the number of visitors who would
actually visit the show in October under
these circumstances. Let’s not forget that
the exhibitors don’t just invest a lot of time
when planning their presence at the event,
they also invest a lot of money. The cost of
renting a stand, getting your team to Hanover,
hotel rooms, etc. ... From a purely economic
standpoint, the effort would not be worth the
cost if eroFame had significantly fewer visitors,
and the way things are now, we’d absolutely
have to expect a much lower turnout. Nobody
knows what rules and regulations will be in place
in fall that could make international travel more
difficult or maybe even impossible. With all of
these things to consider, we simply couldn’t go
ahead with eroFame 2020. It wouldn’t be the
big, international, fun event it is supposed to
be. Besides, other trade shows for the erotic
industry that were originally scheduled for later
this year have also been cancelled. Not acting in
solidarity with the other event organisers of the
industry would have felt strange.

So, what are your plans? Will you completely
skip this eroFame? Will the next event take place
in October of 2021?
Wieland Hofmeister: There is an idea for an
alternative: moving eroFame 2020 to spring
2021. The advisory board and the organisers
will discuss this possibility at the end of October,
based on the situation as it presents itself at that
time. It is possible that some of the regulations
and restrictions we see now will remain in place
for a longer time, and we will have to wait and see
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Wieland Hofmeister says there
will be a decision about the
next eroFame in October

if and how there can be an eroFame under these
circumstances – an eroFame that also feels like
eroFame and is profitable for the exhibitors. Right
now, we hope that eroFame 2020 will only be
pushed back by a few months, and that is also
the hope of the big exhibitors with whom we have
already talked about the situation.

Could the corona crisis diminish the relevance of
trade shows in the long run?
Wieland Hofmeister: Trade shows are not just
about presenting new products. They also serve
as a platform for personal meetings and business
talks. Therefore, I don’t think that events like
eroFame will disappear. We simply enjoy this kind
of personal interaction with the members and
partners of our industry too much. I firmly believe
that once this terrible pandemic is behind us,
everybody will be chomping at the bit to go back
to events like eroFame. To go back to normal.
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The ultimate gift for Gentlemen
T h e J B o a i s ba ck – in f ive new versio ns
This unfortunately resulted in the fact that
I had to make the decision to take it off
the market for a short while.

And why did you decide to launch five
new versions right now?
Jelle: Well, in 2019, Velv’Or merged into
Concepts Of Love which gave Velv’Or
the ability to not only bring one new
JBoa to the market but to go full throttle
with five brand-new designs.

For those who don‘t know the JBoa:
What exactly is the JBoa and what are
its unique selling points?

Jelle Plantenga,
the founder of
the Velv‘Or brand

The Velv’Or brand is
reviving a classic, the
JBoa, thereby setting a
clear sign in the market for
male-oriented products.
Brand founder Jelle
Plantenga tells us why
he brought back the
unique cock ring, which
is now available in five
new versions, and he also
details the new packaging
design for the product.

The JBoa is back - but why was it
actually gone?
Jelle Plantenga: From 2006 till 2019
Velv’Or has only just been run and
funded by me; as a male brand that focuses on the niche of well-designed cock
& penis rings. This chosen path made a
couple thousands of men from all over
the globe very happy. Even though the
JBoa was a best seller at a nice amount
of stores around our globe, the majority of
stores and distributors never picked it up.
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Jelle: The JBoa is a lasso cock/penis
ring that should be worn on the base
of the penis. Constricting the penis at its
base results in super hard, longer-lasting
erections as well as euphoric ejaculations. Beside this, the JBoa designs
are among the most comfortable and
effective lasso cock/penis rings on the
market. Many men & women as well
as retailers from all over the globe call
them the most stylish on the market. In
a nutshell, the unique selling points can
be combined into ‚The ultimate gift for
Gentlemen‘.

Cock rings are all the same - what
is your response to this common
assumption?
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Jelle: Well, many on our globe will
probably agree with this statement but I fully
disagree with it. As we all know, there are
many, many cock/penis rings on the market
but there are only a few that support the penis
itself like the JBoa does. The other designs
of Velv’Or, such as our ergonomic designs,
supports the penis/man in a totally different
way while they enring the whole package. All
men who want to enjoy a super-hard erection
and euphoric ejaculations during intercourse,
masturbation, edging, etc. should at least own
one JBoa.

There is no shortage of penis rings. How important is it to differentiate your products from
other available products by means of branding?
Jelle: As said above, there is clearly a huge
amount of cock/penis rings to choose from,
but many are not designed to
do what they claim to do, or they made from a
material that lessen their effect. When we look
at a cock/penis ring that supports the erections
to the max, our JBoa is one of the best to help
out penises of all sizes to maintain harder and
fuller erections. Our JNaja on the other hand
gives men the unique opportunity to feel more
manly throughout the day while being enringed.
It connects men more to themselves which
beside the pressure on the perineum enriches
their lives, erections, and orgasms.

Jelle: While the new JBoas can be seen as a
fashion statement, they should also be worn
like this. Each design matches a specific feeling - the 301 for instance gives men more
bling, while the 303 is more about the feeling
of being tough. All designs provide the same
technical result which is supporting the
erection to the max; ‚Constriction of the base
of the penis leads to restricting blood in the
erect penis; this in turn results in prolonging
his erections‘.

Besides the products themselves, you have
also given a lot of thought to the packaging
design. Could you tell us more about this
element of the JBoa?
Jelle: The new JBoa designs come in a
stylish box with a magnetic lid in which the
JBoa lays on its bed until being called into

What can you tell us about the five
new designs? How do they differ
from one another?
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The five new
versions of the JBoa

action or being moved to its stylish neoprene
carry-along pouch. The box comes in a stylish
paper sleeve on which the functionality of
the JBoa is explained in English, and shortly
explained in Dutch, French, German, Russian,
and Spanish.

“ W E HAV E A V E RY NIC E SE L E C TION OF

PRODUC TS IN THE PIPE L INE THAT W IL L
L AUNC H IN THE UPC OMING MONTHS.”

Packaging is an effective tool for drawing
attention to certain products, especially in
the bricks & mortar retail. But how do you
help online shops to successfully market
your new products?
Jelle: The amazing graphic designers at
Concepts Of Love created five stunning
images for each JBoa to support the online
sales. Besides this, we have written very
powerful product texts which are available
in Chinese, Dutch, English French, German,
Russian, and Spanish.

JELLE PLANTENGA

retailers, and they are available from
Eropartner Distribution. Distributors as well
as non-European retailers can of course email
me or connect with me on Facebook, etc..

What other plans do you have for
your Velv‘Or brand this year?
Which distribution channels do you use to
offer JBoa in these five new versions? Where
can retailers get the products? Can interested
distributors also contact you?
Jelle: At the moment, the five new JBoa
designs are successfully sold at early bird
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Jelle: We have a very nice selection of products in the pipeline that will launch in the
upcoming months. The first products that will
hit the market are part of our brandnew
ROOSTER collection; a collection that we
created to get men out of their comfort zone.
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The coronavirus crisis is a great

catalyst that will boost sex toy sales
Fi sh Zhang o n th e l a te s t d e v e l o p m e n ts a t Tra cy’s Do g
Every crisis also holds an
opportunity – that would
be a good way to describe
the current situation of
Tracy’s Dog as the company has managed to increase their sales in spite of the
corona crisis. And while
CEO Fish Zhang predicts
more challenges for the
upcoming months, he does
remain optimistic about
his business and about the
long-term success of his
products.

CEO Fish Zhang with
the team of Tracy’s Dog
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Let us first address the most obvious
question: How has Tracy‘s Dog gotten
through the corona crisis so far? What impact has the crisis had on your business?

standing should this happen. We strongly
believe that a great product needs to be
accompanied by equally impeccable service, and we will do our best to do so.

Fish Zhang: The corona crisis had a huge
As a globally operating company, have
impact on our US sales, and our major
you noticed regional differences in the efissue is that demand went way beyond
fects of the crisis, or is the situation similar
our supply. Statistically, we usually keep
everywhere?
our in-stock level up to 2 months of sales.
But during the pandemic, sales have
Fish Zhang: With the pandemic hapgone up by 20-30%. However, Amazon’s
pening, more countries have
new shipping regulation only
implemented lock-down.
allows medical goods
During the quarantior life essential supne, most consuplies to get in, so
mers can only
this makes it
shop online,
very difficult
which has
for us to
stimulated
replenish
demand
stocks.
for sex toy
The
products,
best-selespecially
lers are
the clit sucsold out,
tion series,
and we are
which help
unable to get
people reduce
new products on
anxiety
during this
there. We’re going
The latest collection of Tracy’s
Dog is called Forbidden Fruits
difficult time. B2B-wise,
to burn through all of our
we have received new orders
FBA inventory if the situation
from our partners in Singapore, Coupang
in the U.S doesn’t change in the next 30
in Korea, Hong Kong, ABS Holdings in
to 45 days. Our backup plan is turn to
UK, and Eldorado in the US. Our team
third-party logistics, but it may cause a
and supply chain are doing everything
big decrease in sales, and delivery times
we can, and we get quite creative in our
would also be prolonged, which might resupply approach to accommodate this
sult in a poorer customer experience. We
fast growth online.
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Mr. Duckie – Your Playful Travel Mate:

Have you launched new products in the recent
past or are planning to do so in the near future? Can you tell us about any new additions?

•

Fish Zhang: Yes, we did. We always monitor the feedback that we receive form our
customers, and this feedback has verified the
clit suction feature as an absolute favourited.
Therefore, we’ve launched a full series of clit
suction products, and they are presented as a
collection called ‘Eve and the Forbidden Fruits’,
including:

•

Dolphamine – Power & Finesse in One
Mighty Smooth Vibrator:
•

•

•

2-IN-1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL female clitoral
sucking vibrator with 7 erotic suction
modes and 10 extra vibration modes. Its
smart tongue feature will maximise your
pleasure and add to the intensity of the
orgasms.
EXCLUSIVE VACUUM TECHNOLOGY – With 7 different sucking
modes, it is designed to
stimulate your clit to reach
peak orgasm and mimic
hand-like stimulation
while engaging all the
vulva through its wavy
shape.
10 POWER VIBRATION MODES - With
its tongue-shaped tail
vibration, the toy is able
to stimulate your nipples and
clit for intense sensations and
faster orgasms.
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Dolphamine is
a 2-IN-1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL
female clitoral
sucking vibrator

•

QUICK AND STRONG TOE-CURLING ORGASMS - The sucking clitoral vibrator replicates the sensations
of oral sex and mimics
blowing and sucking on
your lady bits.
7 FREQUENCY VIBRATION MODES
FOR CLIT OR
NIPPLE - With 7
different frequency
modes, you go
up on the pleasure
scale with a simple
1-click interface to help
you find your heart racing
from electric orgasms and to
stimulate your clit for intense pleasure.
BODY SAFE SILICONE & WATERPROOF–
Made from 100% body-safe, silky silicone
and ABS, Mr. Duckie is smooth, non-porous, and safe for the human body. This type
of material doesn’t store dust, it‘s completely odourless and easy to clean with just
running water.
• ULTRA PORTABLE & LIGHT– This
adorable duck-like vibrator comes
in mini portable size and allows for
easy single-hand movements during
sex with a partner or alone, ensuring
easy access to varied positions. It is
ergonomically shaped and fits discreetly even in a small handbag for extra
pleasure during any travels. Rechargeable
via magnetic USB cable, it makes transport
extremely easy and hassle-free.

Mr. Duckie
offers seven
different
frequency
modes
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•

GIFT-PERFECT – Mr. Duckie is a perfect,
pocket-size gift for yourself or your naughty and curious, high-frequency travelling
girlfriend - or for when you need to be
discreet at home with an innocent rubber
duck toy.

P. Cat 2.0 – Meet Your Fun Partner
•

•

•

•
•

BODY-SENSIBLE: Designed for all
body types, it features a fish-like
handle and a smart, gentle
massage tip.
UNIQUE FEATURES:
Sucking, pulsating,
and throbbing, it
creates an entirely
different sensation from regular
vibration. The
targeted action
is subtle, but
direct and tothe-point, mimicking a seamless
and complete oral
vibrator.
100% WATERPROOF
for extended HIGH and
LOW fun in the bathtub,
shower, jacuzzi or wherever
your imagination takes you.
EXTRA QUIET for ultra-discreet and multiple use, no matter the location.
PORTABLE: perfect for travelling fun or
on-the-go quick play.

You have landed a hit with your “Clitoral
Sucking Vibrator” which is still selling very
well. Do you already have a version 2 of this
product in planning? Is there a feature you
would have loved to have in the current
version, but weren’t able to implement so far?
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P. Cat 2.0 is designed
for all body types and
features a fish-like
handle and a smart,
gentle massage tip

Fish Zhang: We’ve run abundant tests among
Asian and Western users and gathered a
lot of data from the experiments and the
surveys in a final report. Based on this, we
decided to develop a smaller-sized version
of the best-seller and plan to launch in China
in June- July 2020. A bit of an inside scoop:
We’re a relatively new company, and even
though we’re very vigilant in regard to our
intellectual property, we didn’t put
in place a strategy to protect
ourselves at the early stage.
And now, we’re currently
opposing a competitors’ appeal. Last
year, one of our
competitors used
our best-seller
‘Clitoral Sucking
Vibrator’, updated its IP and
tried to monopolise the market.
To defend our
company, we’ve
hired a well-versed
and highly experienced team of lawyers
from California to assist
us, along with communicating frequently with Amazon’s
legal team. Patent-wise, we have
acquired the design patent for worldwide protection, and plan to apply the
latest utility model patent in the U.S. We
will never use patents as a marketing
gimmick, instead we’re more focused on
our customers’ experience and put them
first; they are at the centre of all of our
business decisions. We will never attack or
bully our competitors with patents. You have
produced and released quite a lot of clips on
YouTube recently, for example the “Tracy’s
Dog Reality Show”.
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How did you come up with the idea for the
reality show and what are you showing there?
Fish Zhang: The Reality Show is meant to
entertain and educate our audience by presenting blended content of fun and educational information. We want to show our audience that the discussion they may have about
sex toys, fun, and self-pleasure is normal. We
aim to achieve the same normality in dropping
it in a conversation among friends and have
them talk about self-pleasure and adult toys,
making it just as normal as it is to talk about
your therapy appointment. Sadly, some of the
most natural parts and experiences of our
bodies are seen as taboo, and we want to
lift that shadow of secrecy. The more we talk
about it, the more natural it becomes. And the
best way to do that is through a “reality show”
that discusses different topics while also
entertaining you. It makes you laugh – and
educates you at the same time.

Which role does this type of marketing play for
your company?
Fish Zhang: When I mentioned that the
customer experience is at the core of our
business, I meant it. This means taking in and
incorporating our client’s feedback in our next
toys, building the product around our clients’
lives, and it also influences the way we build
our marketing. Adult toys are playful and fun,
and the best way to show that is through playful marketing and PR. When you look
into the interests of your clients,
way beyond them buying your
products, you see different
ways of how you can help
them, and not just put
out ads. And that, at
times, means to bring a
smile to their faces, too.
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Tracy’s Dog
will have its
fifth anniversary
this summer. Do
you have anything
planned to celebrate
this occasion despite the
current circumstances?
Fish Zhang: The current situation reminds
me of a book I enjoy reading, ‘The Hard Thing
About Hard Things: Building a Business When
There Are No Easy Answers” by Ben Horowitz. Facing an unprecedented global crisis
along with defending the patent appeal keeps
our hands full. For the moment, we haven’t
planned anything big for our 5th Anniversary
yet. We will arrange a team tour to celebrate
this great milestone and perhaps a giveaway.

How do you expect the global erotic market to
develop within the next months in view of the
corona crisis?
Fish Zhang: The global erotic market will keep
growing quickly because more and more people start paying attention to their sexual wellness. The coronavirus crisis is a great catalyst
that will boost sex toy sales. Those who are in
self-isolation - or with their partner away - are
more curious and open to self-experimentation. Those that are isolated as a couple, on
the other hand, want to add some diversity to
their sex life. Sex toys have the advantage of
helping those who can’t bring themselves to
fully concentrate on the masturbation process
to press pause on their stressful thoughts,
to help them with both, getting in the mood
for the journey and bringing them to climax.
Stress and anxiety are an unavoidable element
during this crisis but thankfully there are ways
to help you de-stress – and sex toys are right
at the top of that list.
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It’s becoming more and more acceptable and

normal to talk about sex, sexual health, and pleasure
Luc y R ow e tt l o o k s a t th e tr e n d s a n d tr a u m as th a t a re sh a p ing to da y‘ s sex to y co nsumers

Lucy Rowett is a
clinical sexologist
and sex and
relationship coach

As much as we’d like to think the mainstream appeal of sex toys is smashing barriers one sale at a time,
Lucy Rowett thinks the pleasure space can still evolve to accommodate hidden consumer needs. Based
in Brighton, U.K, Rowett is a clinical sexologist and sex and relationship coach. Rowett was trained in
clinical sexology and co-active coaching by Dr.Patti Britton, one of the foremost pioneers in developing the
sex coaching field. Since opening her private practice, Rowett has experienced both the triumphs and hangups highlighted by the pleasure industry. Rowett says today’s consumers, both young and old, are more
savvy and connected to their options for sexual self-satisfaction. On the other hand,
she still sees a lot of women who are struggling to overcome morally conservative
upbringings and insecurities, and at worst, sexual assault and trauma. Rowett
thinks such complexities of consumer groups, however icky to approach,
are important to building a brand that’s in line with today’s sexual wellness
market. Rowett says that in 2020, sex education and sex toys are as
inseparable as ever. A brand without an up-to-date sex-ed blog and
consumer resources is a brand in need of a make-over. However, in our
interview, Rowett points to a handful of manufacturers (like Dame
Products) and retailers (like Spectrum Boutique) who are getting it right
on the money. According to Rowett, us folks in the pleasure space have
a big job on our hands: building the next generation of sexual health
thought leaders.
You operate LucyRowett.com and
The Liberated Collective, a web
resource just for women that
offers a hub of sex-ed
information and personal
sex coaching. What
was the idea
behind taking
all of your
knowledge
as a certified
sex coach and
sharing it in a single,
members-only
resource?
Lucy Rowett: The
Liberated Collective is

more than just a website; it’s a community. Members get member’s only
trainings, challenges, worksheets, videos,
and a member’s portal. They also have
a private whatsapp group, and member’s
discounts to my live trainings. My reason
for creating this was to create an
accessible and affordable way of
working with me for women who aren’t
ready to commit to 1:1 coaching.
I also love it because it means I’ve built
up a whole library of training materials
that I can refer my private clients to in
order to supplement our sessions.
I do also give out a lot of free content,
for example in my free Facebook group,
The Intimately Empowered Woman, and
on my Instagram and blog.
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“I RE AL LY LOV E HOW
SEX TOY BRANDS

H AV E E V OLV E D THE IR

MARKE TING AND SOC IAL
MEDIA TO PROV IDE
EDUC ATION AND

IN FORMATION, ALONG
WITH SE L L ING THE IR
P RODUC TS.”
More info about Lucy’s work can be
found at www.LucyRowett.com or
www.TheLiberated Collective.com

LUCY ROWETT

What are some of the most common issues
that you run across with your current clients?
What seems to be bogging down female
sexuality in modern times?
Lucy: I tend to see a whole range of issues.
I would guess the common one for my
clients is women who feel frustrated in their
relationships because the sex isn’t working.
They don’t know what they want or how to ask
for what they want, and feel awkward talking
about sex. Many of my clients who
are in heterosexual relationships feel this
impossible situation of keeping everyone in
their family happy, meaning they have
neglected themselves and their needs.

How is today’s young consumer market
generally handling their sexuality as a whole?
How well are Millennials, younger 20-somethings and teens doing in managing their
sexual health?
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Lucy: I would say it’s mixed. Millennials in
general are a lot more savvy and empowered in
asking for what they want - on one level.
Millennial women tend to identify more as
feminist and want to prioritize their pleasure
more, but still face the same insecurities that
older women do. Millennials and Gen Z have
easy access to sex-positive, body positive
social media accounts which means they
are more open minded. At the same time,
I hear many stories of young women still
experiencing assaults and having boundaries
violated, so there is so much more to be done.
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What sex toy brands or individual sex toys
would you recommend as providing the best
product experiences or marketing messages
for today’s sexual seekers?
Lucy: I really love how sex toy brands have
evolved their marketing and social media to
provide education and information, along
with selling their products. Companies like
Dame Products, Womanizer, and Unbound
really appeal to younger, consciously minded
women who are serious about their pleasure.
I’m personally a huge fan of Zoe Ligon on
Instagram, the founder of Spectrum Boutique.
Ann Summers has recently launched a new
range called, ‘My Viv’, focusing on sexual
wellness for women, which I love. I’m also a
huge fan of Alicia Sinclair, whose company
b-Vibe has been working to de-stigmatize anal
play for every gender.

How can pleasure product companies best
cater to the same consumers you often find
as clients? Is there anything special they
can do in terms of product design, marketing
messages, and website material to create the
best pleasure product experience for their
consumers in need of sexual healing
or freedom?

Where do think the climate of sexual health and
the sex toy market is headed in the UK and
much of Europe?
Lucy: I see slow, but steady progress. It’s
becoming more and more acceptable and
normal to talk about sex, sexual health, and
pleasure. It’s becoming more mainstream
and it’s entering into the conversation more.
At the same time, the world is becoming
more polarized. Many countries are
becoming more conservative, and yet the
younger generation is more sex positive and
sex savvy than ever. It’s not all bad though
because, in my world, the older generation is
finally claiming their sexual voice.

This interview is
contributed
by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Lucy: Companies need to keep focusing on
making their toys beautiful, discreet, and easy
to take care of. They need to keep working on
educating consumers on not just how to use
their products, but on sex and pleasure to be
thought leaders in the new sexual revolution.
It’s not enough just to sell amazing products,
they need to help break the embarrassment
around using toys, and keep educating why
female pleasure is so important.
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Together, we will get through this!”
Je roe n Ros i e r ( E r o d e a l s ) o n th e e f f e c ts o f th e co ro na crisis
The corona crisis has
affected us all in various
ways. In this interview
with Jeroen Rosier,
the owner of Dutch
distribution company
Erodeals tells us how
his business activities
were impacted, and how
his clients in the bricks
and mortar trade have
experienced this crisis.

At what point did you realise that with the
corona crisis something was coming your
way that could be very dangerous for our
market and for your company?
Jeroen Rosier: It first hit me at the end of
December, I had just placed a new order
in China and my contact person warned
me of some delays due to Covid-19. In
the end, that specific order barley got any
delay, so I thought it wasn’t too bad (
business-wise). When the coronavirus
came to Europe and the government
restrictions kicked in, I definitely knew
these were going to be some strange
and scary times.

You cultivate very close contact with
your customers. How have they experienced this crisis? How great are their
existential fears?
Jeroen: Yes, that is correct, I have known
my customers for a very long time and
work very closely with them. Like me when
the outbreak started, they also thought
that business-wise it wouldn’t be that bad,
the only fear at that point was whether the
bestselling SKUs would remain in stock.
I noticed that some customers started to
raise their own stock levels to bridge that
potential problem.

Many people say that the e-commerce
has benefited from the crisis. Do you
agree with this?

Erodeals owner and
manager Jeroen Rosier
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Jeroen: Even the news media claimed
that our business benefitted the most
from this crisis and the lockdowns.
Besides brick & mortar shops, I also
have customers that sell online, and
they say that those stories are not as
true as that everybody says. Yes, on
marketplaces they do see an uplift, but
remember that on those market places
the margins are so low I doubt it is really
beneficial for any business.

There is probably not much a distributor
can do if he loses a pillar of his business
because the bricks & mortar shops close
down. How have you dealt with this
situation? Were you able to react to the
crisis in any way?
Jeroen: Luckily for us, in the Netherlands
the stores were allowed to stay open
with some restrictions, while in other
parts of Europe, stores had to shut down
completely. Our focus was on helping the
stores that were still open as much as
possible, and on keeping in contact with
the ones that were closed.

Would you agree with the statement
that apart from the retailers who had
to close their stores, distributors and
wholesalers have been hit particularly
hard by the crisis?
Jeroen: Depends. If they also sell B2C,
they can still generate extra revenue from
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some of the restrictions were lifted. I think
he consumers are getting a little restless
at home and go out and shop more. And
with more and more stores opening again,
business can only grow.

that channel, but for distributors/wholesalers
like myself who respect the business of our
clients and only sell B2B, I’d have to agree.
We have taken a hit, but not as much as the
retailers who had to shut down completely.

There is a lot of debate about whether large or
small companies have an advantage in times
of crisis. What is your opinion?
Jeroen: We all notice the crisis, it doesn’t
matter if you are a big company or a small
one; the crisis doesn’t discriminate. But
the one advantage for smaller companies is
that the costs to run the company are much
lower which makes the chance of survival
much bigger.

“I C AN ONLY GIV E C OMPL IME NTS TO THE

D UTC H GOV E RNME NT; THE Y ABSOL UTE LY MADE
A DIFFE RE NC E FOR US AND MANY OF OUR
CUSTOME RS.”
JEROEN ROSIER

Many governments in Europe have been quick
to introduce aid programmes to help businesses through the crisis. Was that also the case
in the Netherlands?
Jeroen: Yes, and I can only give compliments to the Dutch government; they
absolutely made a difference for us and
many of our customers.

The dent that the crisis has inflicted on our
market is huge and it is not yet clear how
long the economic effects will continue to
haunt us. So, the outlook is not necessarily
rosy, is it?

By now, restrictions are being relaxed in many
European countries, retail shops are allowed
to open again, etc. Do you feel that life is
returning to our market?

Jeroen: There is always light at the end of
a tunnel, same with a crisis. I think it is still
too early to tell how much damage has
been done and how long this damage will
haunt us but I always like to stay positive
and keep looking forward. Together, we will
get through this!

Jeroen: I already started to see some
improvements about a week or two before
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I am very familiar with the ‚vibrating world‘
A n int e rv i e w w i th F U N FA CTO RY’s n e w M a r k eting Ma na ger Jo rdis Meise

Jordis Meise,
FUN FACTORY’s
new Marketing
Manager

Jordis Meise is the daughter
of one of the pioneers of
this industry, and that
alone would be a reason
to ask her for an interview.
However, she has now
entered the world of
the erotic industry
herself, so the
main focus of our
conversation is on
Jordis’ new job
as Marketing
Manager at FUN
FACTORY.
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hush kind of way, of course – if they could get
a discount because they knew me. I thought
that sudden change was really hilarious. I have
always been very open when people asked me
about this topic because sex toys were always a
normal thing to me. Today, people don’t ask me
about discounts anymore; instead, they want
advice and suggestions. People seem to be

Before we get into your responsibilities at FUN
FACTORY, it would be interesting to know more
about you. For instance, what did you do before
joining FUN FACTORY?
Jordis Meise: I worked in innovation management for an automotive OEM and their boutique
consultancy in Munich. Before and during that
job, I studied business administration with a
focus on marketing and innovation in Munich,
Los Angeles, and Shanghai, finally getting my
Bachelor’s degree. Studying was definitely a
big help, but I would say that I learned the
most from being abroad and networking
with new people. As a result of these
experiences I find it very important
to move out of my personal comfort
zone and get new input. For instance, this interview does represent a
small step out of my comfort zone as
well 😉 Situations like these are motivating, educational, and inspiring.

“ C USTOME RS HAV E SUC H A SPE C IAL
C ONNE C TION W ITH OUR PRODUC TS

– THE RE ARE V E RY FE W C ONSUME R

PRODUC TS THAT C AN HOL D A C ANDL E TO
SE X TOY S IN THAT RE GARD.“
JORDIS MEISE

How did you end up in the ‚vibrating world‘?
And what attracted you to FUN FACTORY?
Jordis: I am actually very familiar with the
‚vibrating world‘. I basically grew up surrounded
by it. Sounds funny, I know, but joining Fun
Factory is actually joining the family business for
me. My dad founded the company when I was
two years old. As a child, I didn’t really understand what this was all about. And later, when I
was 13 or 14, I felt it was kind of embarrassing
because I had to listen to a lot of stupid jokes
about it. But at some point, my friends and even
acquaintances started asking me – in a hush93

much more at ease with sex toys. The way the
conversation about adult products has changed
– and the way I experienced this change – really
reflects the increasing openness and tolerance
within our society. It is definitely great to see this
development!
Given this background, I always knew that Fun
Factory was a great place to be. What could be
better than working for a company that pours so
much heart and soul into what they do, a company that helps people explore their sexuality in

I N T E R V I E W

Jordis Meise was
two years old when
her father founded
FUN FACTORY

a playful way, with a lot of levity? It is extremely
fulfilling! I am very glad that I get to help push us
closer to that vision, one tiny step every day.

Could you tell us more about your responsibilities as Marketing Manager at FUN FACTORY?
Jordis: My main job is obviously breaking down
the overarching company goals into concrete
projects for the various marketing teams, i.e.
(online) marketing, PR, and the graphics department. This way, I can convey to people why
we should or shouldn’t do certain things. We
work in close collaboration with everybody on
the team. By the way, to get to these concrete tasks, we use OKRs, which is something I
highly recommend. In marketing, the concrete
goals we set for the current quarter could be
something like: ‚Let’s improve the visibility of
our brand values and our brand on Instagram.‘
Those goals always serve a bigger, less concrete annual goal, for instance: ‚How do we best
communicate our brand values through our
touch points?‘
Moreover, I make sure we have the necessary
resources, and I ensure there is clear communication and transparency. I represent my team in
94

meetings with other departments and communicate our successes internally. Cross-department collaboration also makes up a large part
of my job, primarily the collaboration between
distribution and marketing. Many problems that
arise internally in any company have to do with
the fact that departments pursue very different
goals. But we get better at it because we reflect
on these things and find ways to locate potential
issues much earlier – which obviously makes me
very proud. In summary, the most important aspect of my management position is this: I make
sure that the team can realise their full potential
and take us higher and farther than ever before.

Which marketing channels will you be
focusing on?
Jordis: There is something we notice again and
again: Once a customer has gotten to know
us, be it at an event or in one of our stores, and
once they have seen our expertise, our uncomplicated, affable approach, and the quality of
our products, the question on their mind is not
should they get a Fun Factory product – it is:
Which Fun Factory product should they get?
And these points of contact are also extremely
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 6 / 2 0 2 0
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important for us. For instance, when I talk to a
customer who is very insecure regarding their
sexuality and sexual needs, and I can take away
a little bit of that insecurity, then that’s the greatest thing! You can feel that people are thankful
for your help, and you see them opening up. At
the end of the day, that’s what it is all about!
So, our approach is: Which channels can we

you say there is a big difference between this
market and other industries?
Jordis: Sure, there are challenges, but the good
clearly outweighs the bad. We can’t advertise
on social media, and other media also continue
to stigmatise erotic products to a certain extent.
That is a challenge. We see companies and

“ I US UALLY T RY TO F REE MYS EL F OF

EX P ECTATION S BECAUS E IN TH E E ND, THINGS

N EV ER T URN OUT TH E WAY YOU THOUGHT THE Y
W OUL D AN YWAY. “
JORDIS MEISE

use to create that effect? Personal branding
and corporate influencing via social media and
PR is one way to do it. Another is working with
talented influencers who fully support our brand
and with whom we have great working relationships. It is important that our b2b partners believe
in our products as well. When a retailer supports
your product 100%, that is reflected in the sales
figures. So, the more a trade partner believes in
our products, the more interest you’ll see among
their customers. Therefore, one of our goals is
to offer much more live online training courses,
webinars, and b2b events to our b2b partners in
the future (once it’s possible to have such events
again, that is). We want that direct communication and interaction with the trade members.

Is marketing for sex toys more challenging than
marketing for other kinds of products? Would
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organisations not wanting to work with us. That
is another challenge. And obviously, we’d like to
see more people posting that they just bought
a Fun Factory toy – the way they do when they
buy sneakers or mascara or quinoa bowls (I am
guilty of posting things like that myself). So, we
are handicapped when it comes to electronic
word of mouth. It seems absurd. I mean, we’ve
only just talked about how much society has developed, how much more open-minded people
have become. But unfortunately, these vestiges
of the old way of thinking still exist. They remind
us that we have not accomplished our mission
yet. But if you look at the bigger picture, there
are much more advantages than drawbacks.
Customers have such a special connection with
our products – there are very few consumer
products that can hold a candle to sex toys in
that regard. Most people who buy our products
don’t just like Fun Factory toys, they love them!
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Our toys are sources of confidence, of happiness, and they help people discover what they
really like. Brand loyalty and brand appreciation
are definitely on a whole other level.
There is also an inherent advantage in the
pre-sale phase. Sex and toys evoke this unique
fascination; you only see a picture, and already
there is a cognitive response. This means there
is less advertising wastage when we present
out-of-home campaigns and advertorials.

What are your expectations regarding your new
position at FUN FACTORY?
Jordis: I usually try to free myself of expectations because in the end, things never turn out
the way you thought they would anyway. But I
do have a set of goals, personal challenges that
I want to achieve. One such challenge is finding
solutions with the right people and making the
whole team more efficient and more motivated.
Also, I obviously want to grow, professionally
and as a person, and this is the perfect job for
that. Our company has just the right size: small
enough so you can implement ideas directly but
big enough so you can gauge the effect of these
ideas in and effective way. This means that sometimes, I can just go ahead and try something,
for instance vouchers that you can pick up in
supermarkets, then I see whether it works or
not, and if necessary, I can change course. So,
if I have any expectations it is that people trust
in me and give me leeway to be creative and try
new things.

realising these ideas in areas where they make
sense. To give an example, I am working with
our distribution department to develop future
collaborations with brands that you wouldn’t
have associated with sex toys in the past. And
it is obviously a big advantage that I am pretty
much part of our target audience for these
projects.
Internally, we have already implemented steps
to make the whole company a more tightly knit
team, with more collaboration across departments. More constructive feedback and deep
dives into new ideas. I can feel that it adds to
our momentum, and on top of that, it’s great fun!

What should people know about Jordis Meise,
the private person?
Jordis: Well, I’ve already told you a lot about
myself at the beginning of the interview (laughs).
I live in Bremen, Germany, and I am 27 years
old. When I am not in my office, I spent most of
my time with my family, especially now in these
times of corona. Normally, I am away pretty
much every weekend, visiting friends, and I try
to squeeze in a vacation – albeit usually a short
vacation – once every three months. This way, I
have found the perfect balance for myself; I am
never stressed out when I go to the office. Also,
I am a big advocate of meditation! I have converted a lot of my friends who never thought much
of it. That would be another one of those small,
personal successes I am proud of (laughs).

What personal ideas and concepts do you have
that you want to realise in this new position?
Jordis: There are some ideas I have been having for years. Things like where you can buy our
products and what the experience could be like.
Now, I finally have the opportunity to work on
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We are the one-stop destination

for all sexual needs and desires

G e t Se t Wi l d .c o m r a n k s a m o n g th e bi gge s t p l a yers in th e India n e-co mmerce ma rket f o r sex to ys

India is clearly a growing market, also when it comes
to erotic products. For proof, just look at the number
of interviews we conducted with members of the
Indian sex toy market in recent months. There is a
lot happening in India, and one of the companies
making it happen is GetSetWild.com. Dino Mathews,
Operational Head of the
company, took the time
to answer our questions
about the philosophy
and the activities of
GetSetWild – and
about the challenges
Bobby, one of the
of marketing sex
three founders of
GetSetWild
toys in India.
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When and why did you decide to start
an online shop for sex toys in the Indian
e-commerce segment?
Dino Mathews: My partner Danny and I
were in the outsourcing industry based in
the USA with our long-time third partner,
Bobby. Our partner in the USA was well
aware of the sexual care industry. He had a
fair amount of ideas about this market. As
a matter of fact, the sexual care industry
is one of the most flourishing industries
in the West. The same cannot be said for
a country like India just yet because this
market is a little less open in terms of its
outlook towards certain things, and it suffers from the very habit of reinforcing irrational stereotypes. It was at the beginning
of the year 2018 when our partner in the
USA pitched the idea of floating a sexual
wellness portal. Initially, we were not really
sure about the outcome but then decided
to go ahead with this idea, thinking of it as
a challenge which would help us grow as
individuals. This gave way to what is now
known as GetSetWild. We knew about the
challenges of bringing erotic products to
the Indian market. The solutions to these
challenges turned out to be more complicated than we could have ever imagined
but we did not give up. We decided to
hang in there and find a way. Kudos to
your team who worked day and night to
realise our ambition. It is only because
of the firm dedication and hard work of
each and every member of the team that
we are today India’s biggest e-commerce
platform, catering to the millions of Indians
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 6 / 2 0 2 0

GetSetWild offers sex
toys for men, women,
couples, gays & lesbians
across India

around the nation with a remarkable range of
discreet and not so discreet products. All these
products are tailor-made to suit our customers’
requirements.

privacy, a discreet mode of delivery, and a wide
range of choices being offered to the customers. Things like these make e-commerce a
more viable option for customers.

In your opinion, why is e-commerce such an effective channel for selling sex toys in India? Does
it have to do with the anonymity of the internet,
the ban of „offline“ sex toy shops, or are there
other important reasons?

What does your name GetSetWild stand for?
What is your company philosophy?

Dino: Well, of course, anonymity is a massive
factor in a country like India, where people are
still not comfortable discussing what happens
within the walls of their bedrooms. It is considered inappropriate over here. Moreover, the
Indian markets has been flooded with sex toys
and various other types of adult products for
a very long time. Yes, even earlier, one could
fetch sex toys from a grey market. This already
indicates that the law of the land did not clearly
demarcate the boundaries which were not to
be violated while dealing in sex toys. The Indian
Penal Code as an instrument of law has not
been able to provide Indians with a clear idea
regarding the sale of erotic products. That said,
dealing in sex toys via e-commerce is purely
legal in nature as long as we do not violate
anti-nudity norms. But of course, there is more
to it. Banning offline modes of fetching sex
toys has indeed helped us grow. And there are
some other factors worth mentioning: customer

Dino: The name GetSetWild stands for the
darkest of sexual desires and fantasies that exist
within all of us. We help people bring out their
darker side and enjoy the moment with the help
of some of the finest sex toys in the market.
GetSetWild is a platform dealing in a variety of
sex toys and a vast range of other adult products, thus helping people enhance their sexual
experiences. And while helping one enhance
his/her sexual experience, we also provide
one of the most cost-effective and efficient sex
solutions. We have always believed in creating
circumstances that help each and every person
on this planet grow and develop into a sexually
aware and healthy individual. We have always
maintained that it is indeed very important for a
human being to channel his/her sexual instincts
in a positive way rather than suppressing it. We
believe the suppression of sexual urges does
more harm than good. Therefore, we help our
customers get the most out of their fantasies
with the help of our world-class sex toys and
adult products. We endorse sexual equality as
an idea and thus leave no stone unturned to
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How difficult was it to establish your company
in this tricky business environment – after all, sex
toys are still a sensitive issue in India. What challenges did you have to face on your adventure?

supply our customers with the most reasonable
and effective sex toys in the market. Customer
satisfaction and growth is our top priority. Therefore, we are here to do whatever we can for our
lovely customers in India to ensure that they get
the best sex toys and adult products to enhance
their sex game with and without their partners.

Can you tell us more about your team? Do you
have a professional e-commerce background?
How many people are there at GetSetWild, and
how is your company structured?
Dino: My team has indeed made me very proud.
The way they have been working and smashing
the targets set for them is quite admirable. I
have always believed in my team whenever we
have been tested by circumstances. Yes, all
three of us have had a professional e-commerce
background prior to this venture. All three of us
were involved in the B2C outsourcing industry
for 5 years. The only major difference has been
the customers. Back then, we were serving
customers in the USA and Canada. Now, we are
more determined to serve our Asian customers.
The level of engagement with our customers in
the USA has come down to a mere 10%. We
started off our journey with a team of 5. Now,
we are a team of 20. All of them are experienced campaigners of this industry. A large chunk
of the team is engaged in the digital marketing
field, taking care of SEO, SMO, designing, and
various other campaigns. Three of them take
care of warehouse activities.
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Dino: Indeed, things have been difficult and
have not gone our way at all times. Moreover,
things were a little more difficult due to the
lack of clear demarcation of boundaries in our
industry. India is a place where the word ‘sex’
cannot be uttered without attracting uncalled
attention in public spaces. Therefore, the term
is surrounded by some serious taboo. Quite
ironical, considering that India is home to the
second-largest population of human beings
in the world. But we also faced a few hiccups
when we realised that even Google does not
allow certain words associated with our industry
on its platform. This created severe impediments
for us when we tried to promote our products
in India. In addition to this, we had to take care
of customs related formalities and inventory as
well, but we were determined enough to not give
up and thus, came up with some fine solutions
to sail through these obstacles that were placed
in front of us. We are proud of the way we
overcame all the challenges thrown at us.

Has the huge potential of the Indian market
remained untouched for so long mainly because
of these problems you mentioned?
Dino: In the West, sex toys and adult care
products have been around for a much longer
period of time. India is still in the process of
acquiring a taste for sex toys and various other
sex-related products. India is country which has
never really accepted things alien to its traditions
with much ease. Things take more time to develop here. Therefore, the direction is similar, but
the speed is different. The difficult environment
due to lack of sexual awareness and education
has undoubtedly contributed to the status quo
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 6 / 2 0 2 0

but things have started to change thanks to the
internet. Internet and smartphones have penetrated Indian society like nothing else and this
is precisely what has helped Indians all around
the country to grasp the importance of sexual
wellbeing. Things have changed drastically, and
we hope that soon, the untouched potential of
the Indian sex toy market will fully reveal itself.

How would you describe the current situation in
India? Are sex toys a success story despite the
resistance from politicians and authorities?
Dino: There is a bittersweet element to answering this question. The bitter fact is that India is
traditionally a conservative country and politicians and authorities in this nation will always
take advantage of this prevailing fact. They have
exploited it to the core. The better part about
this is that, thanks to fast internet and smartphones, more and more people are now becoming
aware of the status
quo. Therefore, the
dissemination
of information
has suddenly
turned the tables
against manipulative individuals
and bodies and
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in favour of people whose sexual growth and
development was put to a halt. The people are
now getting wiser and wiser. They understand
the situation pretty well and know how to respond to it. Therefore, the scheme of things has
begun to change. There are more good things
to come our way. The spread of information and
technology will free Indians from the manipulation of traditionalist politicians’ who would keep
their minds closed off to a larger world.

On your website, you call sex toys a ‚vehicle of
change‘ in India. Could you elaborate on that?
Dino: This is a really good point. I expect you
understand that for the longest time, Indians
were not really accustomed to the idea of using
sex toys and adult products in order to please
themselves. Therefore, the very phenomenon
of sex toys and adult products is relatively new
and foreign to them. Indians are yet to understand the benefits of using sex toys and adult
products for sexual growth and health. They
have always believed in the idea of having sex
with a partner of the opposite gender, and only
once they were married. Yes, a lot of things
need to change in order to make Indians understand what they have been missing out on by
following this regressive set of ideals and values.
Thus, getting people to use sex toys and adult
products in a conservative country like India is a
huge deal. This has a lot to do with the attitudinal changes and thought processes. Therefore,
we chose to present sex toys as ‘vehicles of
change in India’. Using sex toys is a symbolic
gesture in a country where people feel uncomfortable discussing anything that is related to
sex. Therefore, we at GetSetWild have pledged
to do our bit to introduce a new set of ideas and
values, and we do so by providing Indians with
some of the most remarkable sex toys in the
market. The goal is to help raise sexual awareness and increase sexual health.

I N T E R V I E W

There are more and more companies in the
Indian e-commerce market offering sex toys.
What do you do to differentiate yourself from
your competitors?
Dino: Well, I would start off by differing with
your perspective on to the Indian e-commerce
market for sex toys. Although it is true that there
are more and more companies which are joining
our segment, not all of them are on par with us
in terms of product quality and delivery systems.
There are barely 3–4 companies which are really
dominating the market at present as far as the
sex toy segment in India is concerned. The rest
of them are not really able to keep up with the
quality of their competitors. Not only this, they
are struggling to survive in this market due to
various kinds of compliances and restrictions.
As far as we are concerned, GetSetWild is one
of the higher-ranked portals dealing in authentic sex toys and adult products in India. This
is mainly because we have a dedicated group
of individuals working for us who are ready to
assist our customers with even the smallest of
issues. We have one of the most amazing offers
of sex toys and various other adult products. In
addition to this, we provide our valued customers with an opportunity to get their sex toys
delivered to their place without them having
to worry about their privacy. Yes, we offer a
discreet mode of shipping and delivery to our
customers because we understand them better
than anyone else in the market. We do not let
them down and as a result, they decide to place
their trust in us.

Who is GetSetWild aimed at? Who are
your customers?
Dino: GetSetWild.com strives for complete
customer satisfaction and serving customers
in a better way. Our approach to business is
different from other competitors in the market.
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We have always followed a very unconventional approach to business. This is exactly what
helps our customers distinguish us from other
sellers of sex toys and adult products. We do
not run sales numbers in monthly evaluations,
rather, we put up the number of satisfied customers and look at how this number changes
instead of just putting up how many products
have been sold on the portal. This policy drives
us to do better and better every single day. We
have our own ways of motivating ourselves.
The best thing to do is to stay focused on the
challenges we are faced with and in return, we
come up with some of the finest solutions in
the market. Our customers are from all over,
metropolitan areas as well as smaller cities.
Our statistics show that our customer base is
approximately around 60 % in Tier 1, 2 3 cities
and 30 % in metropolitan cities. These numbers
demonstrate how well we are doing across
all of India.

What do Indian consumers expect from erotic
products? How do these requirements differ
from those of consumers in other countries?
Dino: The Indian consumers are a little less
expressive as to what exactly they are looking
for. They seem a bit more confused and unclear when it comes to stating their preferences
clearly. And this is very much understandable
since Indian consumers haven’t had a good
amount of exposure to sex toys, unlike the
consumers of the West. We are taking baby
steps at this point in time and hopefully, we will
soon be able to educate and make each and
every individual in this nation more sexually
aware. Therefore, in a nutshell, Indian consumers are less outspoken in terms of their needs
and desires when compared to the consumers
in the West. People in the West generally understand the functions and purpose of the sex
toys offered to them in the market.
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India is a heterogeneous country with many ethnic groups, religions, and languages. Does this
make it difficult to address your customers?
Dino: Well, we see it a little differently. For us, India’s heterogeneous character is its strength. We
feel immensely proud of serving a nation which
is home to so many different kinds of cultures,
languages, cuisines, religions, and ethnicities.
As they say, India is undoubtedly one of the best
places to experience the authenticity of culture
during one’s lifetime. Therefore, we have taken
India’s diverse traditions and the vast differences
in its lifestyles as one of our major inspirations,
and that has helped us grow and become a
huge phenomenon in India. The existing differences in India have made our experience in this
part of the world a little more interesting. We
have been able to keep up with the demands
and needs of all of our customers with the help
of bilingual communication. Yes, we offer excellent support to our customers throughout the
country in English as well as Hindi. The majority
of issues can be solved discussing things in
these two languages. But we also have a variety
of regional customer care support executives
to help out people who are not that great in this
bilingual mode of communication. Therefore, we
have all our bases covered.

The competition in the e-commerce segment is
fierce, and it is global. How do you manage to
reach your target audience and turn them into
repeat customers, binding them to your brand?
Dino: The competition in our segment is indeed
very fierce. It is equally global in nature.
Therefore, we have a variety of ways to stand
out from the pack. We have always tried to
provide our customers with some of the finest
sex toys and adult products available in the
market. Moreoverw, we have one of the most
helpful customer care services out there. Yes,
we have a bunch of trained experts who are
there to help our loyal customers with their
knowledge and experience. This mechanism
helps customers find their desired sex toys
without feeling hassled or cheated, and so, the
customer base keeps expanding over time.
This is exactly what our plan has been from the
beginning. Never disappoint the customers and
see them coming back to your site time and
again. In addition to this, we also take care of
our beloved customers by giving them amazing
offers on authentic and effective sex toys
at our site.

Which channels do you use to communicate
with your customers? For instance,
how important is social media for your
communication strategy?
Dino: Communication is key. We have always
believed in putting this mantra to work while
dealing with our loyal customer base. And
this is probably one of the reasons why our
customer base is expanding at a rapid pace
with each passing day. We have established
a great rapport with our customers and all our
customers can reach out to us through any of
the popular modes of communication in today’s
world: We operate via call support, email, chat
support. Not only this, but you can also ping us
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at Whatsapp, and our customer care executives
will get back to you at a lightning-fast pace. Our
customer support team is probably the best in
the world. We have always believed that there
is no replacement for a strong work ethic. Therefore, we do our best to ensure that any issues
our customers may have get resolved as quickly
as possible. We are always there to help our
customers enhance their sexual experience and
pleasure. Sexual enhancement is what we bring
to people’s lives while also offering them the
best service possible. So, it can be concluded
that social media do play an integral part in our
communication strategy, enabling us to engage
with our customers in India.

Let’s talk about your product range. What
criteria are you looking for in the products and
brands that you consider for your shop?
Dino: We are the one-stop destination for all
sexual needs and desires. Yes, we are home
to one of the largest collections of sex toys and
various other types of adult products in India.
There are various kinds of sex toys available at
GetSetWild. We have sex toys for women, men,
the LGBT community, couples, etc. We make
everyone feel the same way. We do not discriminate between people on the basis of their
religion, sex or any other markers of identity. We
believe in providing each one of them with the
same amount of opportunities to get the best
out of themselves. So, while looking for new
products, we generally look at the utility of the
product. We make sure that all of our products
are simple and easy to use. Most importantly, all
the products available at GetSetWild need to be
quality products. Yes, we ensure that all the sex
toys are safe to use because nothing is more important to us than the safety of our customers.
Moreover, we also look make it a point that all
the products being offered by us are manufactured by brands of international repute. Yes, we do
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not wish to put the health of our customers at
risk just to make an extra penny.

How would you describe your product range?
What are the focal points of GetSetWild?
For instance, how important are branded
products to you?
Dino: We offer an amazing range of sex toys
and adult products at our site. We have sex
toys for all. Yes, we have sex toys for men and
women. We also offer a great range of products
to the LGBT community. GetSetWild is one
of those portals that truly believes in helping
customers find the best sex toys and adult products. We understand how important it is for our
customers to use sex toys and adult products to
discover their sexuality. We have always made
sure to provide our customers with branded
products since those are completely safe to
use. Each of the products available at our site is
imported from reputed international markets like
North America and Europe.

What are the purchasing decisions of your
customers based on? Is the price the most
important thing for them?
Dino: It is not one individual factor that dictates
the purchasing decisions our customers make
at our online portal. There is a mix of various
factors that contribute to any particular choice.
Obviously, price is certainly one of those factors.
Therefore, we ensure that all the products available at our portal are cost-effective. The utility
of the product is another important factor that
people will not ignore. Not only this, but the ease
of using a sex toy is also an essential element
that our customers consider before making a
purchase with us in India. In short, there are multiple factors which help the customers make up
their minds, and our prices are one of them. Thw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 6 / 2 0 2 0
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erefore, we make sure to provide our customers
with the best sex toys at reasonable prices.

What are the most popular products among
your customer base at present?
Dino: There are quite a few products that have
created a massive uproar in the market, and we
are glad to state that GetSetWild has all of them.
Yes, we understand the needs of the customers
in India better than any competitor. Therefore,
we have all the products that our customers
need in a country like this. The following products are quite popular in India: vibrators, dildos,
sex dolls, lingerie, and BDSM sex toys. Although
the market for sex toys in India is at an all-time
high, we believe that this market will continue
to grow further and further as popular media
continue to expand the horizons of the general
public. BDSM sex toys are a perfect example of
this. Demand for BDSM sex toys has surged after the release of the famous blockbuster movie
Fifty Shades of Grey.

What can you tell us about your plans for the
future of GetSetWild? And how will the Indian
e-commerce segment develop in general?
Dino: We are a team of very ambitious people.
We all have one common ambition which makes
us work hard. That common goal is to help each
and every Indian explore their own sexuality.
We want to enhance the sexual life of each and
every individual living in this part of the planet.
It is a tough one and is bound to take a serious
amount of time, but we are totally up for it. For
a long period of time, Indian society did not care
about sexuality, and people kind of ended up
dragging their burden to their work desks and
other parts of their life. And now that we have
a chance to change the status quo and help
our community claim its sexual domain, we are
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here to lead the way. Our plan is straight and
simple. It revolves around the idea of making
sex toys available, affordable, and accessible to
all individuals in society regardless of their social
background. Sex is one of the basic physiological needs. Therefore, sexual instincts should be
satisfied whenever necessary. Using sex toys
is a great way of tackling the issue that is
commonly referred to as sexual frustration
– a problem which can hamper one’s sexual,
mental, and physical growth and development.

And will acceptance towards sex toys continue
to grow in India?
Dino: Well, the impact of complete acceptance
towards sex toys in India would be unimaginable. The growth we see provides a muchneeded impetus to the sex toys industry in
India. Sexual education and awareness will gain
a much-needed boost. Moreover, it will also
ensure that Indians are finally overcoming fears
and those myths about sex and other related
activities that run rampant in society. This will
help Indians enhance and enrich their sexual
existence. Moreover, this could also lead to a
decrease in a variety of issues that Indians face
on a daily basis. This would certainly give way
to new ways for dealing with anxiety and stress.
And it is bound to help millions of women overcome the issue of orgasm inequality. They could
just use sex toys without being totally dependent
on their partners. The same stands true for men
in India as well. Indians would not be bothered
as much about the sexual sphere of their lives.
Not just this, it would also change the way the
world looks at India.
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The greatest and most positive change has

been the greater acceptance of men‘s products
T EN G A c e l ebr a te th e i r f i f te e n - y e a r a n n i v e r s ary
The market for male-oriented sex toys – masturbators in particular – was very different fifteen years ago. Back
then, vagina replicas of dubious origin dominated the shelves. But then, an up-and-coming company from
Japan entered the fray, seeking to revolutionise the market. Their success has certainly proven them right:
After just one year, TENGA had sold more than a million of their masturbation eggs. Today, the company does
business all over the world, with a team almost 200 strong and a wide and diverse and product range. Marie
Aoyama from TENGA’s marketing department took the time to talk with EAN about the past and the future of
the Japanese trendsetter.

Tenga will be fifteen years old this
summer. Will you take this as the
occasion for a celebration, despite
the circumstances?

Marie Aoyama
of Tenga’s
marketing
department

Marie Aoyama: This year is special for
many reasons, not only is it the 15th
anniversary of TENGA, but it is also the
25th anniversary of the international
masturbation month, Masturbation May.
TENGA has helped spread the word of
Masturbation May globally since 2015 by
conducting surveys about the
views and habits of people
towards self-pleasure, sex,
and sexuality worldwide.
These surveys, called
„TENGA Global Self
Pleasure Reports“, have
been a core part of our
global communication,
opening up conversations both in the
media and among the
general public about
masturbation and the
taboos surrounding it.
The survey findings
showed, year over

year, that we all masturbate and there’s
no shame in it, but every year, we have
found new and interesting facts about
the way we all enjoy our own sexuality.
Apart from our direct promotions, the
very first TENGA products launched
back in 2005, the „5 TENGA CUPs“, are
undergoing a renewal this summer. The
redesign will include updated shapes,
designs, and names. The global launch
is planned to be later in the year, around
autumn/winter 2020/2021.

Do you have discount campaigns or
other promotions planned from which
your resellers can also benefit?
Marie Aoyama: We are always thinking
of ways we can work with our retailers so
that everyone who carries our products
can celebrate along with fans of the
brand. While we don‘t have anything
planned yet, our sales representatives
in Europe will make sure to update our
B2B customers once anything has been
decided, and we are always open to
conversations regarding how we can
celebrate together!
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A glimpse behind
the curtain of the
development process
for the TENGA
Rolling Head CUP

Let‘s take the anniversary as an opportunity to
take a look at Tenga‘s company history. What
was the initial spark that brought the company
to life in 2005?
Marie Aoyama: I‘m sure a lot of industry
veterans will remember that back in the day,
there were no non-obscene products for men,
and of those that were available, most were of
poor quality. The products didn’t have a barcode, nor a company name, website or contact
details – anything that would make the manufacturers liable. Out of the belief that sexuality
and sexual needs are natural and should be
valued, our president, Koichi Matsumoto, started creating prototypes of what is known today
as the TENGA CUPs - all funded from his own
personal savings. Several years were invested
in developing the actual products and on July
7th 2005, the five original TENGA CUPs - the
Original Vacuum CUP, the Soft Tube CUP, the
Rolling Head CUP, the Double Hole CUP, and
the Air Cushion CUP - were launched, and they
have continued to be a big success ever since.

What were the biggest turning points and
milestones for the company over the past
15 years?
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Marie Aoyama: Our very first breakthrough
was in our launch year when TENGA shipped
over 1 million units. At that time, a decent sex
toy would sell 50,000 units in its lifetime.
Following the success in our domestic
Japanese market, we received many inquiries
regarding a global launch, which we were
able to kick off in 2007, starting in Asia and
spreading to the USA and Europe in the
following year. Another milestone worth
mentioning is the launch of our pleasure
brand for women, iroha, in 2013. Inspired by
traditional Japanese items and patterns, iroha
products are known and loved for their stylish
Japanese twist combined with high quality.
To further advance the company‘s mission
of improving sexual wellness, TENGA
Healthcare was established in autumn of
2016. In cooperation with committees of
sexual medicine, therapy, and education,
TENGA Healthcare aims to resolve and
encourage prevention of problems related
to sexual wellness. The most recent achievement was the opening of our very first
flagship stores, „TENGA STORE TOKYO“ and
the „iroha STORE“ last year. Both flagship stores are located in famous department stores in
Tokyo and Osaka, the largest and second-largest cities of Japan. Though we have many
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retailers who carry our products in Japan and
overseas, opening a flagship store in a department store is one of our biggest achievements
in establishing a market within mainstream
channels for brands like TENGA.

Koichi Matsumoto,
President of TENGA,
designed the first
TENGA masturbators
15 years ago

The Tenga product with the greatest recognition value is certainly the Tenga Egg. Why has
it proven to be such a long-lasting hit? What, if
any, changes have been made to the design?
Marie Aoyama: The unbeaten popularity of
the TENGA EGGs comes down to a number
of factors. Firstly, the super stretchable
material can fit users of any size. Secondly,
its affordability allows users to try out new
sensations without spending too much
money; a huge benefit for those who have
never tried self-pleasure items before. Lastly,
the sheer variety of internal designs and
material firmness levels. The EGGs originally
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started with just three types but now, there are
over 20 different internal designs to choose
from! Another innovation would be the design
that is inspired by an everyday item not
often associated with sexuality. This
design makes the item less intimidating
and thus suitable for beginners as well
as anyone who wants to give their sex
life some variety. All TENGA products
go through small running changes
according to customer feedback.
With the EGG, it was be things like
adjusting the thickness of the EGGs to
allow them to stretch more, including
a user manual inside the EGG, and
adjusting the placement of internal
details to make it feel better. We are
also very excited to announce that
TENGA is going to have an addition to
the EGG line-up which is also our first
permanent rainbow item, the TENGA
EGG SHINY: PRIDE EDITION. This Pride
EGG is a special rainbow themed redesign
of the TENGA EGG SHINY, created to
celebrate Pride worldwide, beyond the
festivities. Proceeds of this item are going to
charitable donations and activations for the
LGBTQ+ community.

What do you think were the biggest
changes the market has undergone in the
last 15 years? How has Tenga responded to
these changes?
Marie Aoyama: The greatest and most
positive change has been the greater
acceptance of men‘s products in the
market, both inside and outside of the
adult industry. When we first started our
PR activities in Western countries, male
masturbation (let alone products for it)
was still a taboo topic and we would
have been lucky to get a few media
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branches will be to gradually set up their own
marketing departments to organise marketing
activities customised to their markets.

placements in key media throughout the year.
With our continued push to change the
conversation around male pleasure, we now
see TENGA in hundreds of mainstream media
placements throughout the year! We are proud
to continue playing a key role in opening up
this dialogue, changing perceptions, and
breaking stigmas around masturbation

Can you briefly introduce us to the leaders who
run Tenga today? What are their goals for the
future of the company?

“ THE GRE ATE ST AND MOST POSITIV E C HANG E

HAS BE E N THE GRE ATE R AC C E PTANC E OF M E N‘ S
PRODUC TS IN THE MARKE T, BOTH INSIDE AND
OUTSIDE OF THE ADULT INDUSTRY.”
M A R I E A OYA M A

and sexuality. Through our PR activities,
we emphasise the importance of normalising masturbation as a natural human need,
backed up by strong research data from our
annual Global Self Pleasure Reports.

Tenga has grown into an international
company with offices in the USA, Europe,
Korea, Taiwan, and China. What role does
the Japanese origin still play nowadays?
Marie Aoyama: At the moment, our overseas branches mainly function as sales
and distribution bases, with most of the
marketing activities, R&D, and production
still being in Japan. While it‘s safe to say
that R&D and production will remain in
Japan, the next steps for our overseas
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Marie Aoyama: Our president, Koichi
Matsumoto, still has a vital role in leading
our innovation, with several new ventures in the
works for more mainstream products and an
impactful CSR venture. The company has grown
from a small group of 17 people 10 years ago to
almost 200 worldwide. We still have our pillars of
R&D, productions, sales, and marketing, and we
work together to further expand the reach of not
just our brands and products, but also the reach
of the message that the TENGA group stands
for -bringing sexuality to the mainstream.

Tenga still does its main business in its home
market Japan. The country seems to have
coped quite well with the corona crisis so
far. What impact has your company felt in
recent months?
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Marie Aoyama: Just as with a lot of the
brands in our categories, there have been
rises and falls across various channels. As
with most, we find a lot of our fans are buying
more online given the temporary closure of
B&M stores. However, we hope to work

Koichi Matsumoto working on the
prototype for a TENGA masturbator

together with all our favourite retailers once
they are ready to open again. In the meanwhile, we hope that our fans and customers
take good care of themselves and stay safe
during these turbulent times!

How are you preparing for what is currently
a very uncertain future? Could you make a
prediction about the impact of the pandemic
on the erotic market as a whole?

in their time of need, not just with donations
but primarily by providing opportunities for fun
and pleasure, even during this crisis.

Does Tenga have any new products in
development right now that we can already
look forward to? Could you give us a little
sneak preview?
Marie Aoyama: In fact, we have two new
TENGA products ready for a global launch,
the TENGA GEO and the TENGA crysta,
which we will hopefully get the opportunity
to showcase later in the year! Both are
non-electronic, reusable items that combine
futuristic design and functionality. The
TENGA GEO is made of thick and soft
custom material and shares some functional
similarities with the popular
3D series. Inspired by
mathematics and
nature, the geometric
outer shapes of the
TENGA GEO are
turned inside-out
to transform into
densely packed
internal details.
Details about the
TENGA crysta will
be shared with our
retailers soon so stay
tuned for news from
TENGA!

Marie Aoyama: In terms of sales, a shift to
focus on online is inevitable in the foreseeable
future, as is the case with every industry. We
are lucky to have a functioning infrastructure
and foresee only very few problems, even with
stricter restrictions. Having said that, president
Matsumoto is always quick to remind us that
our focus should be on what we as a company can do to support our fans and the public
120
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The growth opportunities

in Europe are endless

R o n B r a v e r ma n a nd O sca r H eijnen a na lyse th eir successf ul co lla bo ra tio n
For seven years now,
SHOTS has been
distributing the products of
successful US brand DOC
JOHNSON in Europe. To
gain further insights into
this collaboration, EAN
interviewed Ron Braverman
(DOC JOHNSON) and
Oscar Heijnen (SHOTS).
Using their companies
as an example, the
two business founders
discuss what producers
and distributors can do
to achieve growth and
success together.

with SHOTS’ innovation on the
technology side. Information about our
goods are served up seamlessly to the
retailers. You have to move even quicker
nowadays, and SHOTS seems to be on
the cutting edge of innovation coupled
with excellent customer service by their
sales team.

Apart from SHOTS, there are other
companies selling your brand in Europe.
Why this strategy? Are you opposed to
with exclusive distribution?
Ron Braverman
(DOC JOHNSON)

What is the secret of your long and
successful cooperation with SHOTS?
Ron Braverman: There is no secret, we
work together as partners to do what
we do best. We have over 40 years+ of
experience manufacturing and marketing
some of the world’s best-known sexual
wellness products. SHOTS has been a
leader in the distribution of these products
with the use of technology, efficient
operations, and a savvy team of sales and
operations people.

What were the strengths of SHOTS
that convinced you to enter into a
cooperation?
Ron: We have always been impressed
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Ron: There is nothing wrong with
exclusive distribution if that works
for your company. Europe is a very
large market and we have a very large
catalogue of products. Having coverage
by multiple trusted partners gives the
retailers options on where they can
purchase their goods.

What role does SHOTS play in your plans
and goals for the European market?
Ron: SHOTS will continue to play an
important role in our strategy to expand
the DOC JOHNSON product line in the
European market. They continue to share
with us better ways to communicate the
advantages of DOC JOHNSON products
in the different countries within Europe.
We will continue to develop an even more
targeted approach to growth within the
different regions of Europe.
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How important is Europe for Doc Johnson?
Ron: Europe is important for many reasons;
it has one of the largest consumer bases of
sexual wellness products in the world which
means DOC JOHNSON has plenty of room
for growth in Europe. Since we don’t have an
office in the EU, we rely on our partners to
represent our brands like they work for DJ. The
growth opportunities in Europe are endless.

Can you tell us a little bit about how you
support SHOTS and the customers of SHOTS
so that they are as successful as possible with
your products?
Ron: Multiple times a year we travel to Europe
to participate in SHOTS trade fair(s) which
gives us a chance to connect with their staff as
well as their customers. We stay in continued
contact with their sales team remotely as
we launch new items or add new marketing
strategies that we want them to be educated
about.

How will your distribution partnership evolve in
the future, especially in regard to the constantly
changing marketplace? How will the interaction
between manufacturer and distributor change
in the future?
Ron: As we say in the USA, ‘This is the
20-million-dollar question’. Things are everchanging in this global economy and there
is no telling economically what this world is
going to look like in the next 12 months. What
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Oscar Heijnen
(SHOTS)

we do know is, however, is that we will stay
committed to our loyal partners and continue
to produce award winning sexual wellness
products that consumers will love.

DOC JOHNSON is one of the oldest brands in
our market, but since when has SHOTS been
carrying their products?
Oscar Heijnen: DOC JOHNSON is not only
one of oldest brands in our market but also one
of the most respected, founded four years after
I was born, in 1976. We have been offering
their full range of products since 2013, so
SHOTS has been the proud distributor of this
awesome brand for 7 years now.

What was your motivation to add DOC
JOHNSON to the assortment at that time?
Oscar: The strength behind the brand is their
American-made products with sub-brands like
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Main Squeeze, Titan Men, I-vibe, UR3, and
Vac-U-Lock. So obviously, having these great
labels amongst our assortment was motivation
enough.

Your strategy is to offer the complete product
range of the foreign brands you distribute. Was
or is that also true for DOC JOHNSON?
Oscar: Yes, that’s right, we prefer to offer the
entire range, which means that our customers
know that we always have and keep a full
stock, regardless of the popularity of individual
products. If it’s a DOC JOHNSON product, we
guarantee to have it in stock and shipped within
24 hours, as this is what customers have come
to expect from us. Very rarely it happens that we
don’t have a specific product,
and in that case, all it takes
is a single message from
one customer and it will be
“WE WORK TOGE THE R AS
ordered and back in stock.
PA RTN ERS TO DO W HAT
Our customers can even
influence the amount of stock
WE DO BE ST.”
we hold without any risk on
R O N B R AV E R M A N
their side.

How big is your assortment of DOC JOHNSON
products today? Which products or product
lines are performing best for you?
Oscar: Currently, we have about 900 different
products in stock, the most popular being the
anal segment and especially the plugs. The
DOC JOHNSON range is fully complete in this
genre, and the brand has been leading the way
in this market for years. In addition to the other
American-made products, the MAIN SQUEEZE
brand is also very popular and competes very
fiercely with the FLESHLIGHT products that are
becoming less and less popular in Europe. This
is due to the fact that DOC JOHNSON has been
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found to be more cost efficient and offer better
quality.

Do you consider DOC JOHNSON to be one of
the brands that every distributor must have in
their line-up?
Oscar: Yes, I think DOC JOHNSON is one of the
most important brands from the USA, a must
have for every online or offline store.

Tastes are different - this is also true when
comparing the USA with Europe. DOC
JOHNSON is a US brand, SHOTS distributes in
Europe. Have there never been any concerns in
this regard?
Oscar: US and EU tastes are sometimes the
same, but of course there are always European
consumers who prefer to buy European
products. The same goes for the American
market. Americans like to buy American
products, but that is not to say that American
products cannot be popular elsewhere, on
the contrary. DOC JOHNSON is a beloved
and popular brand, with a very large European
market share, which is still gaining in popularity.
The brand has been active in Europe for many,
many years, and has been very well represented
by us over the last 7 years.

When you look back at the years of your
collaboration, how would you describe it?
Oscar: Our business relationship is a very
close one, and there is a lot of trust from both
sides. You don’t have to look too hard to see
how the collaboration is paying off, we are
growing together, and the market share of DOC
JOHNSON is still increasing every quarter, due
to the joint commitment and shared market
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vision. In addition, the partnership between
both teams is going great and that is actually
thanks to Kerin DeFrancis, who is the driving
force behind the alliance. Thanks, Kerin,
because without you we could never have
grown so big together.

the European market and ensure that the brand
is clearly visible in online and offline stores.

How did you and DOC JOHNSON manage to
pull together over all these years? It’s probably
not all honky dory ... how do you manage
to create a win-win situation for all parties
(distributor, supplier and retail)?

Oscar: Our goal is to carry on growing at least
20% per year with each brand, and that has
been fairly easy to achieve so far. Due to the
Corona crisis, we now see that a large part of
physical stores in Europe have had to close and
it remains to be seen how these countries will
cope with these problems. I expect that when
this is all behind us, the only way is up again, but
we will have to wait and see. There are still some
difficult times lying ahead of us for sure.

Oscar: We work together smoothly and in
unison, and that’s how it is with all our suppliers.
As long as you continue to grow together, there
is room to roll out new ideas and try things
out on the market. If the market shrinks it will
become more difficult, but until now, we have
only generated positive figures together, our
customer base is at peace and also continues to
grow along with the brand. Hopefully the Corona
crisis will not last too long and the market will
continue to roll as it was. However, we do
expect that things could possibly last at least
until July.

How would you describe the position of
DOC JOHNSON in your very comprehensive
assortment?
Oscar: The second best-selling American brand
ever, pipped at the post by Pipedream.

The brand DOC JOHNSON has become an
integral part of the European erotic market. What
part does SHOTS play in this?
Oscar: As a distributor, I think we are one of
the most important elements in this. Our loyal
customers sell the largest combined volume in
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What plans do you have for the distribution of
the DOC JOHNSON brand? What are SHOTS
‘goals for the next few years?

How much potential for growth is there for
a brand that has been part of the market for
such a long time? Or are new opportunities
opening up due to the constant changes in the
marketplace?
Oscar: The market can sometimes shift very
quickly while other times it can be quite slow,
but it is always on the move, this also applies
to the various brands. There is always a new
best-seller emerging while another disappears,
creating this constant movement. We like to
offer as full an assortment as possible and I
actually think that we keep the largest stock
within 24-hour delivery in Europe. We like to offer
the best service and full personal contact. The
market is never exhausted as long as new ideas
are born, even during crises like this. I predict
the online market will be booming, so there are
always opportunities to be explored.
I wish everyone strength in this difficult time!
SHOTS will remain open and everyone is
available on their mobiles as we are working
from our home offices.
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Our inspiration is constantly

driven by our desire to be inclusive
Josh Ort iz , B r a n d A m ba s s a d o r f o r XR B r a n d s , sh o ws o f f th e co mp a ny‘ s la test inno va tio ns
Masters of kink XR Brands are exploring the breadth of pleasure inclusivity in their newest product launches.
Lead by Josh Ortiz, the company‘s traveling brand ambassador turned virtual sex toy coach in the post-COVID
retail era, XR has debuted an entirely novel brand line of vibrating bullets and a new addition to their StrapU
series, the 10X Evoke Ergo Fit strapless strap-on. The 10X Evoke Ergo Fit is a first in the strap-on game.
Strapless strap-ons, generally designed to anchor inside the vagina using only the user‘s own pelvic strength,
have often failed for obvious reasons. Maintining an Incredible Hulk-style grip with the pelvic muscles alone isn‘t
very feasible for most consumers. XR‘s Evoke inflates inside the body, giving lubricated lovers a better strapless
experience that stays in place while thrusting. BANG!, a full line of vibrating bullets in multiple styles and colors,
is already inspiring slat wall dreams for retailers clamoring to re-open their doors after the corona craziness.
Versatile silicone eggs with 21 functions, intensely strong slender bullets, and larger-than-(sex)-life XL bullets –
the latter 2 with remote control capabilties – are all touted as budget-friendly, re-vamped basics for all genders
and styles of play. As the industry works around COVID travel restrictions, Ortiz is debuting XR‘s latest goods
on his daily Facebook Live workshops, which have given retailers an edge in sales trainings while Ortiz‘s flights
remain grounded. Ortiz‘s online trainings are always public and he recommends popping in for a bit of sex
ed and pleasure community interaction while we‘re all quarantined from the year‘s trade shows. Ortiz tells
EAN why BANG! is the bullet line every retailer needs and how to finally corner the market on strapless
strap-on success.
You‘re involved in so much of the
XR vision, Josh, both behind the
scenes and on the front lines.
What new product lines and
product additions are you
most elated to show off in
your coming sales trainings?
Josh Ortiz: I am really excited
about the launch of our
BANG! line of vibrating XL
bullets, remote controlled
eggs and remote controlled bullets. The line comes
in 4 colors - purple, pink,
blue, and black - is fully
rechargeable and most
of all affordable. XR is
committed to having
a pleasure product
Josh Ortiz, Brand
Ambassador for XR Brands

for every body, every budget, and every
demographic. BANG! is high quality
intense vibration, including premium silicone on the eggs and velvet touch feel of the
small and XL bullets, USB rechargeable
and designed to be affordable enough
to end up in everyone’s toybox. I’d kick
myself if I didn’t mention the innovation
I’m most excited about. From our StrapU
line, the 10X Evoke Ergo Fit is a complete game changer. The first ever inflating
strapless strap-on is designed to lock into
your unique body in a very personal way.
By inflating seamlessly for the wearer via
remote control, one is able to truly lose
themselves in sensation and less in
distraction. We want to make products
people can feel affirmed by - not just
aroused by. Kegels aren’t always going to
keep a toy inside of a vagina - because of
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 6 / 2 0 2 0

Josh: Our inspiration is constantly driven
by our desire to be inclusive. Pink and purple
always sell well, but are not every customer‘s
favorite. By adding blue and black, there is
a color option every person can feel great
about adding to their collection. With the
10X Evoke Ergo-Fit Bare, neutral is best.
Not gendered or marketed as a ‘flesh tone’,
the pale fawn of Bare is unlike any other color
in strapless options.

self-lubrication. Instead of shame surrounding
it falling out, we can create affirmation by
helping it stay in place during play, both solo
and partnered.

XR has been hyper focused on inclusion and
engenuity, especially in the last handful of years
since you joined the team. What kind of consumers did you have in mind when these brand
lines were created?
Josh: I’d like to think our BANG! line really
covers all demographics. Both penis and vulva
owners love vibration, and both love body safe
products at budget safe price points. I am
reminded of my very first sex toy a million years
ago. It was a product I’d never use today,
understanding more about materials and function. I’d like to think BANG! would be something
I’d be excited to purchase both as my ‘first’
pleasure product, as well as something I’d be
happy to add to my current toy box with all
the knowledge I possess. From novice to well
versed - can you really go wrong with a good
vibrator? StrapU has always been considered an
option exclusively for female bodied individuals.
I’d like to think of it more inclusively. The smaller
insertable shaft is most definitely amazing for
vagina owners, but can also be inserted anally
for double penetration play for male bodied
individuals. Any set of genitalia you’re working
with can accommodate StrapU and receive
immense pleasure, regardless of its assignment.

How is XR continuously working to deliver designs that consider all types of sexual identities?
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“W E WANT TO MAKE PRODUC TS PE OPL E C AN

FE E L AFFIRME D BY - NOT JUST AROUSE D BY.”
JOSH ORTIZ

Which brand lines have been the most
successful in reaching the often hard-toplease kink crowd and today‘s informed
sex toy consumers?
Josh: MasterSeries, being our flagship line,
is always a best seller across the board.
We know kink, and we do it award-winningly
well.Some great innovations in our INMI line
like the Vibrassage Twirl, Fondle, & Caress
with their vibrating and twirling clitoral massaging arms are hot, new, and flying. Our new
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Josh: Our consumers are spending
more time making educated decisions
on their purchases, they are vocalizing
their wants and it is our responsibility to
listen to that feedback. XR is doing that.
Our customer feedback goes directly into
research and development to make our next
releases better and more innovative than ever.

Inmi Pleasure Bender is a fan fav already
adding functions like suction, flicking,
poseability and vibration has proven to be
game changing.

How have these new lines and products faired
in the field with XR‘s retail partners?
Josh: Being fortunate enough to be
Ambassador of our
Brand, I get to see first
hand the reactions of
retail staff and customers
wandering through during store
visits, as well as the eaction of
the masses in our trade show booths. My favorite reactions surround
the Evoke Ergo-Fit. People don’t expect
it to inflate - let alone so seamlessly and
elegantly. It’s really a game changer, and
generates a buzz every place its’ shown.

Have corona virus travel restrictions slowed
your ability to reach your retail sales force
across the world?
Josh: With the most recent COVID-19
quarantine grounding my normal store travels,
we’ve implemented daily FB Live training every
afternoon to give folx a little something outside
of their four walls to look forward to, and learn
in the process. You can find #ScrewTaboo
on Facebook by searching for my name (Josh
Ortiz). The live videos or any educational
content is always set to public.

“ OUR C USTOME R FE E DBAC K GOE S DIRE C TLY INTO

RE SE ARC H AND DE V E LOPME NT TO MAKE OU R NE X T
RE L E ASE S BE TTE R AND MORE INNOVATIV E THA N
E V E R.”

JOSH ORTIZ

We are always looked at to be the leader
in kink and fetish gear, and we intend to
continue on that trajectory while branching
out, with that same level of product integrity,
into more inclusive experiences for every
body. Keep your eyes on XR Brands. We’ve
got some great things coming!

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent

Overall, what conclusions has XR drawn from
carefully observing their retail and consumer
customers over the last year? How is this
information shaping the future of XR Brands?
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We can definitely see more demand

for our products in the consumer market
T he C or ona c r i s i s h a s s h i f te d th e ba l a n c e w i th in th e E uro p ea n co ndo m ma rket

Marco Gehlken,
head of distribution
and marketing at
CPR GmbH

Michael Kesselring,
CEO of CPR GmbH

The stay at home regulations issued in response to the Corona epidemic have already had a huge impact on
our social and economic lives. What remains to be seen is their effect on national birth rates, however, there are
many indicators pointing to increased activity between the sheets. One such indicator is the increased demand
for condoms. Apart from boosting sales, the epidemic – and the measures taken to combat the virus - also seem
to have caused a shift in the European condom market, as we learn in our interview with Michael Kesselring,
CEO of CPR GmbH, and Marco Gehlken, the company’s head of distribution and marketing. CPR GmbH is the
biggest condom producer in Europe, producing roughly 210 million condoms every year.
Being a condom producer, you’re
probably in a perfect position to answer
this question: Has the Corona crisis and
the lockdown killed people’s interest in
sex or is the opposite the case?
Michael Kesselring: Well, it’s not like
we’re looking into bedroom windows – all
we do is produce condoms. But we get
the impression that people who have more
spare time on their hands and who are
confined together in their homes more than
before also have more need for condoms!

Many industries are experiencing serious
disruptions in their supply chains as
factories in China have shut down.
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What about the condom market? What
percentage of condoms that are sold on
the European market are made in Asia?
Marco Gehlken: In our home market,
Germany, we estimate that about
60% of all condoms are made in
Asia, in the whole of Europe the ratio
is even higher, probably around 80%.
The only European producers who
actually produce over here are MAPA,
Ritex, and our company. Durex, Einhorn,
MySize, etc. all have their condoms
made in Asia.

Have European condom producers been
able to stave off supply bottlenecks?
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Have you maybe even benefited from supply
shortages among your competitors?
Marco Gehlken: There has been a shift, yes.
We can definitely see more demand for our
products in the consumer market. At the same
time, we also see a negative effect due to the
shutdown of bordellos and the like. The online
market is bigger than ever, but then again, that
is an international market with widely diverse
product ranges.

Is this a long-term development or will the
consumers go back to buying products made
in Asia once we have returned to normalcy?
And what role does the price of the products
play in all this?

important role, and I wouldn’t be surprised if
many people adopted a mentality of solidarity
with local producers in the wake of the crisis.
Supporting your local industry will be more
important than saving a cent or two.

Michael Kesselring: This is obviously a great
opportunity for us to show off the quality
of our products, and I am sure that many
people will stick with our brands after the
crisis. I guess that is the good thing when the
consumer is more or less forced to look for
new options – they discover new products
and new possibilities. And in this case, we are
the benefactor of this development.

You said that demand for condoms has
increased throughout the Corona crisis.
Which channels of distribution are the winners
of this development? Is it just the e-commerce
segment, or have brick and mortar outlets
such as supermarkets, drugstores,
pharmacies, etc. also benefited?

Does this shift in the market also benefit ‚Made
in Germany‘ as a seal of quality? Do you see a
trend of consumers rewarding quality, reliability,
local production, etc.?
Michael Kesselring: Yes, we can see this trend
– as it can be seen in many segments of the
market. Quality and reliability definitely play an
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Marco Gehlken: The online channels
are the clear winners. These sellers can
usually offer a better selection of products,
including sustainable or fair/vegan products
and various size options, and the crisis
has provided them with additional momentum. However, I do believe that the brick
and mortar trade could counter this trend,
simply by optimising the range of condoms
they offer.
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The bricks and mortar trade got the short end
of the stick as stores had to close down for
many weeks. Now, the lockdown rules in many
European countries are being loosened, so: Is
there a way for the bricks and mortar trade to
benefit from this increased demand although
store owners are only coming off the bench this
late in the game?
Marco Gehlken: That will indeed be difficult.
I think condoms are just a small part of a larger
problem here. Retailers will have to tap into the
digital world much more strongly. Events and
special offers need to be publicised via social
media, and social media are also the way to
bind customers to your store. Furthermore,
I think there is a lot of potential for hybrid
strategies, i.e. adding online sales to your
bricks and mortar business.

In a recent press release, you said that the
bricks and mortar trade typically does not offer
enough variety in their condom range. Could
you elaborate on this criticism?
Marco Gehlken: I wouldn’t want this to be
considered a criticism, rather, it was a suggestion. And the reasons for this suggestion have
already been stated in my previous answers.

Which trends can be observed in the
condom market right now? Most people
have realised that condoms are not all the
same, so what are consumers looking for
when they buy condoms?
Michael Kesselring: Sustainability has
become a major criterion, and there are
brands such as MEIN KONDOM that offer
vegan condoms made from fair trade latex
that cater to this trend while also offering
quality MADE IN GERMANY. Furthermore,
we have seen growing interest in various size
concepts. Our brand SICO SIZE offers various
sizes, including 49mm – 64mm and 52mm to
60mm – even with thicker latex. And again, all
of them are made in Germany.
Apart from these trends, we also see
increasing demand for our CRAZY MONKEY
condoms, which is largely due to the unusual
variations and flavours we offer - for instance
‚Fresh Mint‘ – and these variants are also
available in mixed packs.

This trend toward greater variety - the
custom-tailored condom, so to speak –
seems alluring but also risky. What are the
opportunities and the risks this trend holds
for producers and trade members?
Michael Kesselring: We feel the scales are
weighed clearly in favour of opportunity. With
products such as our MEIN KONDOM BOX
and our test sets, we offer the consumers the
opportunity to test the various products and
sizes within our range and to pick from this
variety the products they like and the kinds
of products they’d like to have on hand for
special opportunities. As a matter of fact, we
intend to lean into these concepts much more
strongly in the future.
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We can make sex education

accessible to an even broader audience
Bl ush N ov e l ti e s r e l i e s o n Vi c to r To ba r to a d vo ca te f o r a f f o rda ble p lea sure a nd sex -ed
Blush Novelties has big dreams for 2020, and with the semi-recent hiring of Victor Tobar, they‘re ready to take
on the world in multiple languages. Tobar comes to Blush with 15 years of pleasure industry experience. They
trained with the best of the best at US-retailer Babeland and later US-retailer The Pleasure Chest, the latter of
which Tobar was chosen to assist Purchasing Director Sarah Tomchesson. After 7 years of playing right-hand
sexpert to Tomchesson, Tobar decided it was time to leave Los Angeles and return to their East coast roots.
With a little nudging from Ducky Doolittle, who manages marketing at Blush, Tobar popped in to meet the
New York office team and was hooked. Blush‘s swiftly evolving marketing messages and product design,
which promote affordable luxury and an inclusive attitude, were a perfect match for Tobar‘s personal and
professional values. As a member of the LGBTQ+ community, Tobar was the ideal personality to represent
Blush‘s modern mission. As a Spanish speaker, the Blush team also saw an opportunity to provide quality,
inclusive sex education to folks who might otherwise miss out. Tobar now focuses their efforts on Latin
America, providing in-person product training sessions and online seminars through Blush U, the company‘s
online learning program. Blush currently works exclusively in Europe, where Tobar says the brand has a strong
presence. Now it‘s up to Tobar to help Blush blossom in Spanish-speaking countries, a challenge they welcome
in the name of global, accessible sex toys. I invited Tobar to chat with EAN and make their name rightfully known
to the European market. If you‘ve got a group of Spanish speakers that needs a Blush product training, now you
know who to call!
Give us a little peek into your pleasure
industry timeline. Where did you get your
start and how did you progress from one
company to another?

Victor Tobar, Blush‘s
Brand Ambassador
and Latin America
Account Manager

Victor Tobar: My background is primarily
in progressive, sex-positive retail. I started
working at Babeland in New York in 2005
and I attribute much of my knowledge
and skills as a sex educator to my training
and experience over my years with that
company. After I left Babeland, I went
back to school to gain more found-ations
in sexual and reproductive health,
to help support my work as
a sex and kink educator.
I took a job at The
Pleasure Chest in New
York working part
time on the sales

floor while I was in school. I ended up
staying with the company for 7 years,
where I worked in several roles and
ultimately served as the Retail and
Purchasing Director for the company.
Over the past 15 years, I have gotten
to know the ins and outs of adult retail,
from customer service, to sex education,
to product knowledge, to marketing,
to merchandising, to inventory and
allocation. I’m currently working on the
other side of the sex toy industry at Blush
where I am the Brand Ambassador and
Latin America Account Manager.

How did you eventually land with Blush?
Victor: Blush’s Marketing Director, Ducky
DooLittle, who I’ve known for pretty much
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“ OV E R THE PAS T 1 5 YEARS , I H AV E GOTTE N TO
K N OW THE IN S A N D OUT S OF ADULT RE TAIL ,

FR OM CUSTOMER S ERVICE, TO S EX E DUC ATION,
TO P R OD UCT KN OWLEDGE, TO MARKE TING,
TO MER C H A N DISIN G, TO IN VEN TO RY AND
A L LOCATION . ”
V I C TO R TO B A R

my whole time in the industry, had planted a
seed with me about joining the Blush team after
I left Los Angeles and my job at the Pleasure
Chest. As you know, Blush has been evolving
and expanding magnificently over the past few
years, and it’s something I really wanted to
be part of. Upon meeting the team at Blush,
I immediately knew that this was the team I
wanted to be part of in the Long term. It’s a
dynamic place to work, with so many talented
and passionate people. This position is exciting
because it combines my passion for education
and products and my sales experience with my
knowledge of Spanish, and personal connection to Latin America. In many ways, it feels
like a dream position in which I get to use
many of my skills and do work I am truly
passionate about.

Victor: First, I believe sex education and
pleasure should be accessible to everyone.
Blush espouses that same core value. I believe
consumer health and wellness should be well
cared for. Blush makes products that meet or
exceed international safety standards, we use
high grade, body safe materials, and we cater
our designs to different bodies, desires, and
needs. I believe sex toys should be accessible.
At Blush we strive to create beautiful toys that
are also affordable, so that our end consumer
can get a quality item within their budget. We
don’t believe that customers should get lower
quality products because of their means. This is
something that is incredibly important to me.

What goals and missions did you share with
the Blush team that made you a great fit for
the company?

Victor: There are lots of different facets to
my job! As Brand Ambassador, I represent
Blush as a resident sex educator, providing

4
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What are your job responsibilities at Blush?
How do you uniquely contribute?
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“I BELIE V E SE X E DUC ATION AND PL E ASURE
S H OULD BE AC C E SSIBL E TO E V E RYONE .”
VICTOR TOBAR

trainings on Blush U and for our distributors and retailers. I spend a lot of time
on the road visiting stores and getting
to know our customers and what their
unique needs may be. I also represent
Blush at industry and mainstream events.

Where is Blush aiming their efforts across
the globe this year?
Victor: Blush is a global company, and
part of bringing me on was to focus on
expanding our presence in Latin
America. We have great representation
in Europe through our exclusive
distributor, Tonga. In the U.S. you can
find Blush in most adult stores, and we
have a strong presence throughout Asia.
My goal is to make Blush a go-to name in
Latin America. The Latin American market
needs more high quality and accessible
products. It’s important to me that
customers in Latin America have access
to the very best quality products and
education.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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How are you helping Blush to reach a
worldwide audience?
Victor: I believe sex education is central
to access pleasure. Blush U is our online
learning program which provides free
workshops to end consumers, retailers,
and distributors. Now that I’m on the
team, I am sharing in facilitation of
these workshops with Ducky and have
even begun to record a version of my
workshops in Spanish, so we can make
sex education accessible to an even
broader audience.
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Red Revolution
Modern and young, sometimes striking by shape and design, with advanced and often
special functionality. That is the Red Revolution Collection of Dream Toys, recently added
to the Tonga web shop, offering 9 love toys that young experimenting lovers will like, in a
bright red colour with metal coloured accents.

RED REVOLUTION

Blue Evolution
Deep dark blue with diamond shaped buttons, that is what
characterizes the looks of the Blue Evolution Collection,
a new range of erotic toys in the Dream Toys
department of Tonga’s web shop.
Looking classy and modern, offering
luxurious functionality and advanced
possibilities, this range will be
appreciated by users who want
more than just another sex toy.

BLUE EVOLUTION

info@tongabv.com

+31 (0) 115 566 322

M O N T H L Y

M A Y H E M

When Kim Airs first ventured into the curious world of sex toys, she did so as a
consumer. That was more than 30 years ago, and she was highly disappointed
with the selection and the quality of the products on the market. Kim decided
to do something about that – and she has stuck with the industry ever since. In
this edition of Monthly Mayhem, Kim talks about those years, about the German
purity law for beer, motorcycles, The Clash, natto, Boston and of course, Donald
Trump is also in the mix.
If you had to choose between vibrators
and motorcycles, what would be
your choice?
Kim Airs: DON’T DO THIS TO ME! I
actually combined them on my motorcycle – I installed the ‚Vibe Rider‘ (https://
www.viberider.com/ ) in the seat and it’s
hooked up to the throttle. I drop my left
hand, switch the toggle control on, and
it makes the vibrator in my seat vibrate!
The faster I go, the faster it goes, too!
It’s why I LOVE motorcycle riding!

lity of the toys and the difficulty in buying
them. I changed that when I opened my
own store in 1993 - before the internet.

If you weren’t in this industry, what
would you be doing now?
Kim Airs: Stand-up comedy, which I still
do. This industry provides way too much
humour not to be one.

What was the biggest step in
your career?
What was your childhood ambition?
Kim Airs: Originally be a physical
educator because the gym teachers
were so HOT.

Kim Airs: Leaving my job at Harvard to
sell rubber dicks to girls.

Where do you see yourself in 10
years’ time?
How did you get into the sex
toy industry?
Kim Airs: Started out as a consumer in
1987 and was frustrated about the qua142

Kim Airs: Being known worldwide
as that ‚funny old lady‘ who shows
you how to put a condom on without
using your hands.
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Kim Airs
Que sti ons & A nsw e r s

How do you envision the future of
the industry?
Kim Airs: It will become even more mainstream than it is today.

Kim Airs: I would say Annie Sprinkle. She
has been a proud whore and has reinvented
herself so many times and has been remarkably talented with everything she has done.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?

“I LO V E M Y L I F E . “

Kim Airs: Changing someone’s life
through my work whether it is in person,
over the internet, over the phone or by my
written words.

KIM AIRS

How do you relax after work?
Kim Airs: Beer. Good beer. Beer that sticks
to the Reinheitsgebot.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Kim Airs: Opening Grand Opening! That’s
the name of my store – get it?! It’s now on the
web at www.GrandOpening.com

Who would you consider your role model
and why?
Kim Airs: The late, great Joani Blank, who
founded Good Vibrations in San Francisco.
She realised there needed to be a ‚well lit,
comfortable‘ place to buy a vibrator. I also
apprenticed there in March 1993 to live and
breathe my dream and learn all about the
industry in the two weeks I was there.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Kim Airs: I can take serious topics and
‚translate‘ them into layman’s terms, all with
using a great deal of humour, too.

Which vice could you never forgive?
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
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Kim Airs: Probably my addiction to motorcycle riding. It’s at that level.

M O N T H L Y

M A Y H E M

What song do you sing in the shower?

If you could swap lives with somebody for a
day, who would it be?

Kim Airs: ‚Girls Just Wanna Have Fun‘
Kim Airs: Barack Obama.
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Is there anything you would never do again?
Kim Airs: The current president of the US –
I would never want to see him clothed, either.

Kim Airs: Eat natto.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?

Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?

Kim Airs: Someone who appreciates good
film as much as I do, and I would watch ‚Parasite‘ again. It’s an amazing film on so many
levels and when I saw it, I said it should win
the Best Picture Oscar. And it did. And it was
in Korean with subtitles. Incredible.

Kim Airs: NEVER listen to people who tell
you that you can’t do something. So many
people had thrown doubts my way when I
decided to open a sex toy store and I persevered and changed the history of Boston.
Ever since I was about 7 years old, I KNEW
I belonged in Boston even though I had no
compelling reason to be there and then it
became clear to me 30 years later.
I love my life.

You have a month’s holiday.
Where do you go?
Kim Airs: Probably Switzerland on a BMW.
Half my family lives there (my Mom is originally Swiss).

Which three things would you take with you to
a deserted island?
Kim Airs: A CD player with ‚London Calling‘
by The Clash in it (that counts as ONE),
an internet connection and a Bluetooth
speaker connected to both the CD player
and the computer.
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FFP2-Maske
(10er-Pack)

Einweg-Maske
für Zivilgebrauch
(50er-Box)

FFP2-Maske
(5er-Pack)

JOYRIDE
Hand Cleaner
100 ml

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

Exciting intimate gel with stimulating essences. Stimulates and
makes the skin more sensitive to touch. To be applied to the
clitoris and labia.

Art.No.

67210

“Pomegranate & Nutmeg“

Art.No.

STIMULATION GEL 30ml/1.0fl.oz

67212

“Ginger & Cinnamon“

WORLD-OF-HOT.COM
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67211

The beauty of love

The GARDEN
of LOVE

“Mint“

Available at your wholesaler /// Erhältlich bei Ihrem
Großhändler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw
groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante
grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns
hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Voecklabruck /// AUSTRIA

office@hot-dl.com /// fon. +43 7672 72009 /// fax. +43 7672 72009-9

BIO
lubricants

Shop: wholesale.gayshop.com
Login: guest2020 Password: 97531

HOT BIO LUBRICANT
Expansion of our BIO range with ANAL
SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE and
XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Organic & vegan,
waterbased lubricants. Especially pleasant to the skin. Gives a silky soft touch.
Eco tube made from renewable raw
materials.

CUM LUBE
Dildo Toy Bottle
E70029 175ml

from €
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PRODUCT
LINE

6.55

SRP € 19,95
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LUBRICANTS
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PREMIUM LUBE
MADE IN GERMANY

from €

1,58

SRP € 4,95

20 piece in POS-Display

Aqua

30ml E70021
100ml E70023
250ml E70024

Silicone
30ml E70025
100ml E70027
250ml E70028

KRAHO GmbH
Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

Anal Superglide
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44181
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SRP € 9,95

Warming Glide
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44182

Xtreme Superglide
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44183

ORGANIC & VEGAN LUBRICANT-SERIES!
Available at your wholesaler /// Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Voecklabruck /// AUSTRIA

office@hot-dl.com /// fon. +43 7672 72009 /// fax. +43 7672 72009-9

all fl ip tops
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spanish fly

The perfect complement to
our drops - the aphrodisiac and
stimulant cream.

erection

spanish fly cream
men / 30ml - Art. No. 77206

spanish
fly
drops

y
spanishLfl
D
GO

One of the
most famous
aphrodisiacs
to give women
and men a totally
different amorous
experience.
For more fun during
sex, lust & love.

GOLD – strong - women / 30ml
Art. No. 77101

GOLD – strong
men / 30ml
Art. No. 77100

Available at your wholesaler /// Erhältlich bei
Ihrem Großhändler /// Disponible chez votre
grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro
grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel ///
Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista
/// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos
Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

spaniesxhtreflmye

women / 30ml
Art. No.

77103

HOT Productions & Ver triebs GmbH

Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Voecklabruck /// AUSTRIA
office@hot-dl.com /// fon. +43 7672 72009 /// fax. +43 7672 72009-9

men / 30ml
Art. No. 77102
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Business + Pleasure

Take your success to the next level. Be part of XBIZ Retreat, the adult retail industry’s
premier all-inclusive event that brings together top buyers and product manufacturers
for three days of private one-on-one meetings and networking special events.

xbizretreat.com
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